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40,000 French

ill

BE VISITED BY

COMMERCIAL

II

0
H

TO WATCH THECEOP CUTTING

date being directed
against the town, which was In
flames. On the same day an official
.communication given out in Paris said
that Maubeuge continued Its resistance.
A French official announcement, under date of September 7, referred to
in the crew of 270 being other than
lews:
"The minister of war has telegraphed to the governor of Maubeuge, exPASSPORTS OF MANY ARE SUSpressing the greatest admiration of
PENDED PENDING AN INthe heroic defense and saying:
VESTIGATION
" 'You stop at nothing to prolong
of
iesistance until the hour
your approaching deliverance, which I hope
RELIEF COMMITTEE
IS BUSY
will be soon.'
"The commander-in-chie- f
has placed
the name of the governor of Maubeu- IS KEPT CONTINUALLY HELPING
ge in the order of the day for his
STRANDED UNITED STATES
splendid defense."
CITIZENS

AMERICANS HELD
AS

CONTINUED

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

SUCCESS WILL BE

ATTAINED BY HER ARMED FORCE
Lloyd Steamship company.

Washington, Sept. 9. RepresenHobson Introduced a resolution today proposing that the
president call a special assembly
ot delegates to the third International peace conference, which was
to have met at The Hague, in
Washington, "as soon as possible"
to attempt to end the European
war. It Is proposed, that afterward a session be held In San
Francisco In 1915. An appropriation of $150,000 for expenses was

tative

proposed.
Paris, Sept. 9. "On the banks
of the river Ourcq, two German
flags have been captured In the
course of a great battle. One was
by force
by a reservist named Gullmard,
who has received, the military
medal from General Gallienl, commander of the French forces at
Paris. This flag Is of the Thirty-sixtregiment of German Infantry,
which was decorated In 1870 with
the order of the Iron Cross."
.The foregoing Is an official announcement given out in Paris
this afternoon.

taken from the enemy

h

London, Sept 9. Telegraphing
from Geneva, Switzerland, a cor- respondent of the Central News
says that Information has reached
him from Lugano, near the Italian
frontier, to the effect that all
Italians belonging to the 1882 and
have
1888 classes of reservists
been forbidden to leave the couun-try- .

;

London
Sept 9. A dispatch
from Ostend, Belgium, relates that
the requisition made by the German forces on the city of Ghent
following the understanding that
In return for certain supplies furnished by the municipality, Ger-rta-n
troops should not enter the
as follows:
are
city,
"Ten thousand litres of benzine;
one thousand litres of mineral water; one hundred and fifty kilos
of oats; one hundred bicycles;
ten' motorcycles; 26 compressed
air cylinders for motor cars; a
quantity of material for bandanges
and 100,000 cigars. Ail these articles as well as the arms and am- munition of the local civic guard
must be delivered to the Germans
by 6 o'clock this evening."

The
Washington, Sept
embassy today received this
wireless from Berlin:
"Breslau landwehr captured 17
officers and 1,000 men, all Russian
Imperial guard." The place of the
encounter was not given.
9.

Ger-ma-

n

New York, Sept. 9. The North
German Lloyd steamer Brandenburg eluded all the British warships on her way across the Atlantic from Philadelphia, which port
she left August 23, arriving last
night at Drontheln, Norway, according to a cablegram received
here today by the North German

j

Paris, Sept. 9. Field Marshal Sir
John French, the commander-in-chie- f
of the British expeditionary forces
now operating with the French army,
is perfectly satisfied with the situation, with the newly Imported British
soldiers arriving here.
An official communication issued today says the situation remains unchanged. The German right is retreating before the English. The
French center is slowly advancing.
The situation on the right is unchang
ed. The statement says: ..
'First, on the left wing, although
tho Germans have been reinforced, the
situation remains satisfactory. The
enemy is retreating before the British
army.
Second, at the center, our advance
Is slow but general. On the right wing
there has been no action of the en
emy against the great circle of Nancy.
In the Vosges and in Alsace the situation remains unchanged."
Germans Surrender In Groups
British officers and soldiers arriving
from the front today declare that the
four days' battle which still continued
to the east of Paris is being carried
on furiously. They assert the French
captured a large number of siege machine guns, while the Germans often
surrendered in groups.
French Feel Confident
9. If
Sept.
inspection
means to the French soldier what It
did in the time of the first Napoleon,
the situation today on the allies' center, on the historic field of Chalons,
siiould offer compensation for a disheartening month of rearguard actions. '
At any rate the allies, now superior
or at least equal in numbers, to the
Germans, evidently have bes?un the offensive. At least 3,000,000 men are en- London,
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of the allies lies on the plains of Chalons, true to many prophesies, another

Armaggedon may take plare where
Attilla, surnamed the "Scourge of
Grid," was defeated by the allied Visl- gdhs and Romans in the bloodiest
battle in the world's history.
On these plians, centuries later, Napoleon conducted the most brilliant
defensive campaign' of his career. The
French soldiers will not' be allowed
to forget also on this field a French
army fought a victorious action after
its commander had surrendered, his
sword.
Allies Are Winning
London, Sept. 9. It is early in the
day as yet to judge bow far the allies
v ill be able to push their present advance to the east of Paris against the
German Invaders, but from what can
be gathered from the fleeting glimpse,?
of the battle zone permitted by the
censors, the British and French armies seem to be effectively driving
home their advantage and gaining Impetus as they have gone.
British optimism, which became
more pronounced with the first announcement of the "turn of the tide,"

.
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French Take Maubeuge
Berlin, Sept. 9, (by wireless to the
Associated Press, by way of Sayville,
announcement was
L. I.) Official
made today at army headquarters that
the French fortress of Maubetrue on
the Sambre river had fallen. The Ger

Austrlans Still Rereat
Washington, Sept. 9. The Russian
embassy here today Issued the following statement:
On September 8 a gun engagement
occurred along the Austrian front. In
the center the Austrian army is falling
lack. Near Rawaruska, a stubborn
battle is being fought with consider
able Austrian forces. Our troops are
ai&o, attacking a strongly fortified position at Gorrodo'ka west of, Lwqw.- 6n"
the left bank ot tho Vistula river our
advance, is developing favorably;

GERMAN

GIRLS

SENT

HOME

THE ENGLISH

OFFICIALS ALLOY
THEM TO RETURN BY WAY
OF HOLLAND

London, Sept. 9. Several alleged
Americans are among the refugees already placed In compounds by the
secret service men. The cases- of
many' others are under Investigation.
While none of the arrested has been
Czar Is Determined
siiown so far to be a spy, niany are deLondon,
Sept. 9 The Evening
to be unquestionably alien ene
clared
News has published a dispatch from
A large
it s Rome correspondent, who says that mies of undesirable types.
hold
credentials
that
number
supposed
Emperor Nicholas is reported in Rome
have proven false.
to have made this declaration:
Out of 200 of the most recent appli
"I am resolved to go to Berlin itself,
cants
for passports at the American
it.
me
even if
costs
my last njoujik."
passports
- embassy only 40 received
Petroat
ambassador
The
Japanese
mans took 40,00,') prisoners, including
the correspondent of tho News and a number of passports granted by
grad,
four generals. Four hundred guns al
on the continent
continues, has expressed to the em American officials
so were taken.
a wish to see the soldiers of have been taken up here when It was
peror
Ludwin Frank of Manhelm, a prom
side by Bide with those shown that the bearers were not eninent socialist .member of the Reich- Japan fighting
titled to them. It Is supposed that the
the
of
emperor replied:
Russia,
stag, was killed September 2, during
"I shall do my best to realize your papers either belonged to ethers than
a charge against the French at Lune-vlllthe holders, or were granted on the
wishes."
Prince Frederick William of
testimony of persons considered re
Hess has been wounded.
liable
by the American officials.
Red Cross Delayed
Several men carrying American
New York, Sept. 9. With her fires
Washington Hears the News
were found to be unable to
banked, the steamer Red. Cross re- passports
Washington, Sept. 9. The German mained at her
a vjord of English, although they
Hudspeak
the
in
anchorage
embassy received a wireless today son river
in German that they were
today, awaiting orders to testified
from Berlin saying:
in
United States.
born
the
to
the
start on her voyage of mercy
'General headquarters reports that wounded on European battlefields. Her
Only 300 additional refugees arrived
Maubegue has fallen; 400 guns, four sailing was delayed yesterday by tho at the rooms of the American relief
generals and 40,000 prisoners were interference of the British and French commission today. These were chiefA large number of
captured."
governments, who objected to any man ly from Germany.
at
The embassy received another mes in the crey of 270 being other than Americans is reported stranded
Ostend because of the discontinuance
sage, saying:
American citizens.
of the Ostend boat service.
"The Spanish ambassador In Berlin
Captain Armstead Rust, U. S. N.,
The American embassy is making an
Strongly denies rumors of Spain's un
to
was
declared it
impossible
friendly attitude against Germany and get a full American crew without long investigation and may advise tht the
Austria, all Spanish party leaders be- doiay and added that to do so would cruiser Tennessee be sent from Havre
ing for strict neutrality. All the pa- ntcessitate his sending to the Great to Ostend to bring refugees from there
to England. Already the committee
pers speak of the importantce of the Lal.es, Boston and seaport cities.
has expended more than $SO,000 of the
capture of Maubeuge.
"The German military railway lines
$300,000 relief money set aside for
Situation Serious
In England. The expendiare now free. The papers also speak
Paris, Sept. 9. A Havas agency dis Americans
tures were comparatively small until
of the 40,000 captured, meaning the patch from Rome says:
weakening of the enemy.
"News has reached here that the last week, when penniless Americans
"At Strassburg after a court martial Montenegrin troops commanded
by began coming In overwhelming numsays the official statement, executions General Vucovitch hare occupied Im bers and the committee was forced to
of violators of the rules of war oc- portant points In Bosnia, Bouth of pay railway and steamer fares and excurred. The French officials, two Sarayevo, the capital. The situation penses for living until the sailing of
months before mobilization, organized In north Albania continues serious." their ship. The American money
transfer commission has paid out about
French Tlreir (sniper) bands by dissouu.iwu aeposiiea at
"
tributing arms to civilians."
Landed
Japanese Troops
Maubeuge is a French fortress of
Peking, Sept 9. A telegram from viasninrton for the use of Americans
the first class. It Is situated In the German sotirces states that tho Jap in England.
The British foreign office has redepartment Du Nord about six miles anese landed 20,000 men at Lung Kow
from the Belgian frontier. The Ger- (a town on the northern coast of the sumed the Issuance to German girl
man onslaughts on this position have Shan Tung peninsula) and that they students of permits to return home,
been determined and judging from In- are now advancing toward Chao Yon- - and small numbers are leaving daily
complete news reports they have been an (a town about 80 miles north of for Germany by way of Holland.
going on for a week or more. Dis- Kita Chow).
UNCLE JOE'S FIGHT
The Japanese censorstiip is compatches from I)ndon, under date of
Danville, 111., Sept. 9. Joseph G.
Eeptember 5, said that part of the plete. Even Chinese officials In the
British expeditionary force in France territory occupied by the Japanese Cannon, former speaker of the nationat Maubegue was assisted by the are prevented from communicating al house of representatives today Is
French garrison on Its defense.
freely with Peking, while telegraph making the fight of his life for the
The German general staff announc- communication with Tsing Tau has republican nomination for congress
from the Eighteenth Illinois district.
ed in Berlin September 6 that two of been cut for a week.
Mail advices from Tsing Tan dated He Is opposed by Tr. Elmer B. Cooler,
tho Manbemige forts had fallen and
a wealthy physician, nlso of PF.nvit'e.
U at the fire of the German artillery
(Continued from Page Fivt)
'

,

SPIES IN

LONDON

The fall of Maubeuge, a strong French fortress six miles from the
Belgian frontier, is announced at the German, army headquarters. Forty
thousan dprisoners, Including four generals and 400 guns, were taken, It
is said.
Up to early afternoon no further official light has been thrown on
what is probably the greatest battle of the war belng.fought east of Paris
from Montmirail to Verdun and from Verdun to Nancy.- Three million
men are said to be engaged. A news dispatch from Paris Indicates a belief there that the German offensive movement against the city has been
definitely checked.
According to a dispatch from Copenhagen Emperor William sent a
message to President Wilson protesting that the British, were using dumdum bullets and that Belgian
were harassing the Germans.
i
It is indicated that Roumania will soon throw her 200,000 troops Into
the conflict. A dispatch from Berlin says that the Bucharest correspondent of the Cologne Gazette reports a strong sentiment In favor of. Russia
f
throughout Roumania.
Advices from The Hague are that a state of siege has been proclaimed in a great number of towns on the coast of Holland.
Official confirmation of the report that Russian troops are in France
is still lacking.
An English correspondent describes Austria as bankri-- t and its people
in panic, Bosnia, he says, Is in open revolt. The situi-- j cn is due to the ,
"
failure of Austrian arms against Russia .
steamer
Anxisty for the Finnish passenger
Sveaborg, bound from
Raumo, Finland, for Stockholm, is felt In the latter cityw The vessel has
many British and Americans on board and is overdue.
Russia is reported as assuming the offensive in east Prussia and
news from Berlin says that all eyes in the German capital are turned eastward, where the Importance of administering a check to the invading Russians Appears quite as great as the vigorous pursuit of the French campaign. THi9 Russians are reported to have pushed their advances 60 miles
southwest of Koenigsberg.
British officers arriving in Paris today report that the battle east of
the city still rages furiously.
has been further heartened by- - the
continuation of progressing news from
the front. For the first time since
the beginning of hostilities, an official
British report has described the result of the operations as "very satisfactory." Heretofore tbis adjective
has never been used In an official re"
port. This fact, coupled with the announcement of the French government
that It expects its stay ia Bordeaux to
be short, and General Joffre's general
order to the troops that the time had
come to drive back the Invaders, Is
accepted here as an indication that the
German retrograde movement Is likely to be permanent, and observers on
the London side claim that if the allies' attack on the German center and
to the left of the center, where the
battle is raging so stubbornly wlh alternate advances and r'irements, Is
successful, a wedge will be driven be
tween the German right and left,
which will place the enemy's right in
a highly dangerous plight.
Lord Kitchener's "unknown factor,"
heretofore held to bo a great secret
which has so altered the situation at
the front, is now known to be the ar
rival of forces from India. Two di
visions of infantry and a brigade of
cavalry constitute these forces. A do
zen Indian potentates have been se
lected to accompany this expeditionary
force. ' These include Sir Petrab
Siagh; Sir Ganga Bahadur, Maharaja
of Bikaner; Sir Bhupindra
Singh,
Mrharajah of Hatlala,
As the Indian divisions are organized on the same basis as the British
home army, the Indian contingent will
add about 60,000 combatants to the allies' armies together with approximately 130 pieces of artillery, comprising
both light and heavy field pieces and
howitzers.
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TONIGHT ar.d Thurg- day generally fair with,
little change in temperature, according to the
forecast.
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SILOS WILL BE FILLED FOR

FIRST TIME

THE

THIS PART
OF STATE
IN

THE YEAR'S LARGE

HARVEST

DRY

PRODUCED

FARMS
MORE

HAVE

LAVISHLY

THAN

EVER BEFORE
T'nder the auspices of the Commercial club, an "Enlightenment
Excur
sion" to the dry farming district upon
the mesa will be conducted tomorrow-afternoonThe procession will leave)
the Commercial club rooms at 2 .
o'clock sharp and everyone who
wishes to make the trip and every
automoblle owner who will furnish &
car Is requested to be present about
15 minutes before the time set for
the departure.
There has been considerable talk:
of arranging for such an excursion, for
several days, and the directors of the
Commercial club, who met in regular
session last night, took the first opportunity to get the matter In con
crete form. It was decided to ask
the merchants to declare a half holiday and endeavor to induce severe I
hundred people to make the trip. Thshortness of the time available for
tiwmaking arrangements made-thipossible, however. - The primary oV
Ject of the- excursion is to enable tho
townspeople to witness the cutting or
the largest crops ever, raised upon the
mesa and their storage in silos. As
the crop cutting in at its height, it
was necessary to make arrangements
for the trip quickly. Otherwise longer notice would have been given.
There are about a dozen silos just
completed upon the mesa and they
are being filled with wonderful
products. Corn already has
matured and all other grains are
either ripe or their successful ripening is assured.. The silo is expected
to be the salvation of the mesa coun
try and Its first installation! should he
the occasion for a celebration upon,
the part ot Las Vegans, In the opinion
of the Commercial club directors.
To Advertise Climate
The directors authorized the pur- chase of 50,000 handsome stickers tvV
be placed upon every letter and package that leaves Las Vegas during
months, either by mall or express. The design is in colors and Is
circular in shape. Around the outer
edge is the legend: "The Sun Ia
Shining Today in Las Vegas, N. M'
In the center, cleverly worked icto
the design, is the statement: "Meaa
52 Degrees."
Annual Temperature
These stickers will be furnished by
the club to its members and other
citizens who are boosters for Las
The idea was presented by
Vegas.
President W. p. Southard and was
received with enthusiasm.
Road Needs Improving
It having been brought to the atten
tion of the board that the scenic high
way ig in an almost impassable condition and that the governor and state
engineer had been appealed to in vafa
for assistance In having it repaired,
despite the fact that it is a state road
and cost the taxpayers a large amount
of money, the directors Instructed the
secretary to suggest to the county
road board that it use its best efforts toward having the road put In
good condition.
.
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Boosting

Scheme

Hallett Raynolds, who was .present, presented for the consideration
of the board a proposition for advertising Las Vegas. He said the wonderful climate and scenic beauty
could be used to bring In people 'sha
have money to invest and who v!'t
assist In developing the surroundl-i--lands- .
Mr. Raynolds paid capital attracted in this manner is ninth mnr,-V
easily interested than tbroiteli
ll
! i't
o, ii;: r,r;r

o
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is teiug reproduced In all sizes, ln-- j
eluding pos'al cards. The war seems
;t have paralyzed the artists. There
are many Indescribably coarse postal
cards, picturing the German emperor
as a pig, or sausage or worse. King
I
AUert Is the hero of the war up to
date and his photographs are for sain
everywhere. Flags are worn on la
pels, borne on taxicabs, and displayed
over the door of almost every home
and shop. There are many more Brit
ieh flaps in Paris than there are
French flags in London.
Paper Supply Limited
All Paris newspapers are printed on
one sheet only. The supply of paper
is limited, most of the staffs have
gone to the frontier and nobody cares
for anything but war news. The po
lice have forbidden venders to cry out
anything but the names of papers so
there are no shouts about big battles
"
and big losses. There is far less
or exaggerated news in those papers than in the evening papers In London where "the big battle" has been
dressed up dally for two weeks.
Vice District Suffers
One of the notable aspects of the
war Is the paralysis of the commer
cialized vice of Paris, whose agents In
tfce Boulevard des Capucines are so
familiar to all American tourists. The
detestable "With a guide, mister?" is
no longer poured into the ears of the
pedestrians In the Place de l'Opera.
The tables in front of the boulevard
restaurants are but sparsely surround
ed. Even the better cafes are two- thirds closed and the few remaining
waiters are sorrv that they are too
old to be with the troops.
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Your new Wooltex coat or suit
will serve as a delightful (ouch of fashion
lonj before you need its luxurious warmth

Every well dressed woman is anxious for the
moment when she can put aside her summer
gowns and put on the handsome new garments
"

of autumn.

charming new Wooltex coat or suit
jives the first opportunity on a cool
evening to don the Fall fashions.
A

"yel-lcw-

There is a fascination about the new
Wooltex coats and suits, because of
their graceful

and beautiful styles and

exquisite colorings, that will tempt tasteful women to wear them'Jong before
the crisp days come.
They are shown in a wide variety of
and materials, and we will take

styles

great pleasure in having you come and
see them and try them on, and see how

V

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

CITROLAX

Users say it is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink, st J. Perkins, Green
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, etc, but were all disagree
able and unsatisfactory. In Cltrolax I
have found the Ideal laxative drink."
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax Is
Ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
JUDGE

HEARS ARGUMENT.

Santa Fe, SepL 9. in the federal
court today Judge William, It Pope
heard the demurrer of A. Mitchell
Hajor to the answer of the defendant
in tie suit brought by Hal H- Major,
et al, against the New York life In
surance company to collect $10,000
on a life insurance policy.
-

A

Lame Back

Kidney Trouble Causes

It
And It will give you even worse If
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on

her back with kidney trouble and Inflamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney pills and now my back
is stronger than in years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are en
tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
MUST MAKE ACCOUNTING

Santa Fe, Sept 9. A hearing was
held today In the federal court on the
order on Marron & Wood in the case
of Jaspar N. Broyles, bankrupt, of
San Marcial to show cause why they
should not account for certain sums
collected for the bankrupt estate..

Be Bothering With CougWng
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active
It spreads a soothing A man in Kentucky just told a
Compound.
healing coating as It glides down the friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and were the most wonderful medicine
nervous
hacking, are quickly healed that had entered his system. Said he
On the days following the declaralove It tastes good and no would not be without them. Neither
Children
war
tion of
by Great Britain, groups
A man in Texas walked 15 would
opiates.
you, if yoo had ever tried them.
paraded the main streets and made de- miles to
a
drug store to get a bottle. A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
ofmonstrations before shops with
Best you can buy for croup and bron chronic
constipation or for an occafending signs. Many American firms, chial
coughs. Try it Adv.
sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
which advertised branches In Paris and
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
London, suffered. At the corner of
GUILFOIL IS SECRETARY
stands
streets
Friedrich
and
Leipziger
Santa Fe, Sept 9. T. J. Guilfoil of
NEW SUITS FILED
's
the Equitable Life Insurance
Mesilla Park was today appointed
Santa
Fe, Sept, 9. Suit was filed
two
floors
first
building. Its
secretary of the democratic state cen- in the district court today by Charles
sheltered the Equitable Cafe, but this tral committee
by Chairman J. H. Pax- Proebstel vs. E. W. March, asking for
on August
SENSATIONAL STORIES IN CIRCU- became the'"Zielka Cafe"
ton to succeed Adolph P. Hill, who an
accounting on a mining deal and
5.
has been nominated for corporation
LATION ARE CAUSE OF
The Berlin Messenger Boy company, commissioner. The selection of a sec- partnership in southern Santa Fe
filed suit
BLOODSHED
county. Pablo Gonazles
whose English name had long given
retary had been left to Mr. Paxton.
offense to sturdy patriots, is now the Mr. Guilfoil is an expert accountant against Herman Quifc'ana on a note
The Hague, Sept, 9. It is learned "Berliner
for $104.
BotenJunge Gessellschaft," who had been assistant traveling aud
oa good authority that the publication and the messengers have been equip-f.eitor and bank examiner and resigned
Diarof sensational stories which appeared
with new headgear to replace the to take the position of registrar of the Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
rhoea Remedy
in German newspapers during the first iny Tommy Atkins hat which they New Mexico
College of Agriculture
"I advised the "boys' when they en
davs of the war, such as the report formerly wore on the side of their and Mechanic Arts, which position
listed
for the Spanish war to take
of a French physician trying to infect head.
Mr. Pax- he recently reiinqursJied.
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diar
a well in Alsace with typhoid bacilli,
The movement Is being carried to ton established state headquarters towith them, and have
rhoea
ofRemedy
German
the
army
were secured by
such ridiculous lengths that prominent day in the old New Mexican building
received many thanks for the advice
ficials with a view of bestirring the newspapers are now declaring the Ger- at the northeast corner of the
Plaza,
J. II. Homeland, Eldon.
mans should stop Baying "adieu" upon where, he has rented a 6uite of rooms. given," writes
people to watchfulness.
Stories like that of the infected well pa j ting, a salutation that has been in He will devote his entire time the Iowa, "No person whether traveling
or at home stoald be without this
were widely published. Lakes all over use since the
eighteenth century.
next few months to the campaign Just
great remedy." For sale by all dealthe country were being poisoned. Rusas Chairman Ral; h T. Ely of the re ers. Adv.
sian automobiles carrying a great
Concert Cafe Opens
publican committee is doing.
quantity of gold were trying to cross
9
Last night one
Sept.
raris,
IMPORTANT WITNESS
Germany from France. The whole
Acute Indigestion
eJ
a
"cafe
in
concert"
Hall
Music
open
Santa
Fe, Sept. 9. Deputy United
country was swarming with spies.
"I was annoyed for over a year by
The effect that these stories had, in Paris, the Erst la three weeks. Not attacks of acute indigestion, followed States Marshal M. B. Baca last night
brought Lou Ben, a Chinaman to the
for they were generally believed, led half the seats were occupied. The
by constipation,' writes Mrs. ML J.
to the shooting of many innocent per- small audience was quiet, young Gallagher, Geneva, N. T. "I tried pcxitentiary from Las Vegas to be detheir mothers whose everything that was recommended to tained as witness In the case of the
sons, including one German army cap- Frenchmen,
United States against Hop Lee, who
e
tain, and great interruption to the hearts were in the north, a few
f0r tnjg complaint but nothing did
was bound over at Las Vegas to the
All
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of
Italians
and Englishmen.
progress
high army personages
ericans,
me much good
until about four
important missions. The chief of po- joined in the Marseillaise, standing. months ago I saw Chamberlain's Tab- federal grand Jury by United States
lice In Stuttgart issued the following Many women cried freely and un lets advertised and procured a bottle Commissioner Tipton on the charge of
official statement to his men, showing ashamed. A few singers, dressed mod of them from our druggist I soon being unlawfully In the United States.
the effect of these sensational stories. estly, sang patriotic airs.
realized that I had gotten the right Hop Lee furnished bond for his ap.
A soubrette gracefully
a
"The populace is beginning to berecited
thing for they helped me at once. pearance.
come crazy. The streets are full of poem of the glories of France. There Since taking two bottle of them 1
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Everyone sees in his neighbor a Fiearo highly approved this morning.
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
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French or a Russian spy, and considers I: is the time for the music halls to
it his duty to beat him, together with be made over. Let. them bring out
Santa Fe, Sept 9. Corporation Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
the policeman who tries to protect ail the oIJ French songs, the songs of Commissioner Hugh H. Williams re- That's why they cant improve the
and war or no
tim, or at least, to cause a tremend- glory and victory. We must sing tbem turned yesterday from Albuquerque, quality, the same. No war, the price
remains
opiates. Don't
ous crowj to collect and hand the tcday. Why not in all our music' where he conferred with General Mantake
for
Honey
substitutes,
Foley's
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Fe sysFox of the
ager F.
spy over to the police. Clouds halls?"
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and Tar is the
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Much Mourning Seen
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have been cut, bridges blown up, spies day the official communique declares bridge and an order was issued today Canuto Alarid today appointed Edreold
and
the
crossing
shot and the water supply poisoned. that "while our losses fin a certain en abolishing
all ward L. Safford, district court clerk,
"It Is Impossible to predict what form gagement) were heavy those of the lieving the railroad company of
of guardian of his two minor sisters,
matter
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these extravagances will assume when enemy were far greater." The Inevi- responsibility
an overhead crossing at Abo Pass Ruth and Dorothy and also administhe situation becomes really more table toll of the war is being paid.
was discused but because of the slight trator of the personal estate of his
A
earnest. As a matter of fact, not a
trembling mignon traffic over
the road, action was de- mother, the late Mrs. Charles V. Safsingle suspicious thing has thus far ette told today how she heard of the
ordered to ford. The court also appointed Miguel
death of her only brother yesterday. layed. Similarly the spur
occurred In Stuttgart.
will be Included Rodriguez, administrator of the estate
be
Jaraies
in
at
put
"The police should continue cooL He had sent her no word since he In
net year's budget as the Santa Fe of his sister, the late Mrs. Fannie At- Be men, and not old women, do not went north with his regiment on the
is
feeling the financial strain caused Mnson.
let yourselves be Juped, but keep your second day of mobilization. There are
the war in Europe and the alfalfa
by
eyes open, as It is your duty to do." no official lists of the killed and and fruit
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shipments this year having
wounded. For five days she went to
Thee are signs of kidney and bladMr. Wilbeen
completed.
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the ministry of war. seeking news. On
Berlin is Angry
liams also took up the matter of the der trouble. Toull have headaches
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paniments of the European war which ber for the worst "Come tomorrow and asked that the change be noted Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidwould, under less serious conditions, ard we will have news of your broth- cn the printed time card.
ney Pills at once. Tour miserable
be a fair subject for amused comment, er." On the morrow she was told simsick feeling will be gone. Yon will
is the sudden rage that has manifested ply "He is dead." All further
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
Chamberlain's Liniment
were In vain. Where and how
itself against everything English,
If you are ever troubled with aches, and active again. Try them. O. G.
died she could not learn or whether
French and Russian. This feeling has
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feverish e ncltw:i-ntemperor of Russia as the king of
They appreciatPoland.
ed the full Import of keeping England
"In the same year Czar Alexander I.
out of the fight. The newspapers had
granted the new kingdom a constitustepped publication or details, but still
rumors continued to arrive; from
tion, which declared it to be united to
A
wbere, no one could tell. First, It was
Russia, in the person of the czar, as a
said that England had declared her
separate political entity. Poland re
tained its flag and a national army.
neutrality. Then, what a mighty shout
wculd rend the air
Ia 1830, following tie outbreak of the
But its echo
would hardly die away until a contraFrench revolution, a military, revolt
took place In Warsaw. This war lastdictory report would be circulated.
TWO HUNDRED YEARS AGO ONLY ed for ten months, and at Its conclu- AMERICAN ARTIST SAYS DRES-SA- Put finally the real news arrived.
EVEN THE TRADES ARE ASSISTsion the congress kingdom was reduc"I was seated in a well known cafe
RUSSIA WAS LARGER THAN
DEN IS
BECAUSE OF
ED BY RESEARCHES OF
ed to the position of a Russian proPOLAND
Kn a shaggy haired man. tired eyed
THE WAR
THE SCHOLARS
vince.
The last remaining remnant
and with a two days growth of beard
Santa Fe, Sept 9 How archaeolWashington, Sept 9 Tha Poland of of Poland's separate political existence
New York Sept 9 A second letter elbowed his way into the restaurant.
2715 was larger than any other Euro- was Cracow and It was finally occupied from Francis Macmillen, the celebrat Evidently he was a journalist. Mount ogy contributes to practical affairs of
pean country, with the exception of by Austria in 184S. The last attempt ed American violinist, reached New ing a chair In the middle of the room life is demonstrated by an exhibit at
Russia. Today It has no political en- of the Poles to achieve independence York today from Dresden, Germany, he read aloud from an official bulletin the National museum in Washington,
tity, gays the National Geographic so- was In 1863. It was marked by no written several days after the declara- to the effect that Ensiand had Joined D. G of designs in silk dress goods
ciety. In a statement Issued today. Two real battle and the uprising was soon tion of war between England and Ger- Fiance and Russia in the mighty con which use the designs and symbols of
centuries ago its domain reached repressed. The national history of many.' Macmillen's letter was written flict. The scene that followed was In the Cliff Dwellers, the Pueblos, Azfrom the Baltic to the Carpathians, and rcland closes with this attempt at in German, All communications, he deed a strange one. Not a voice was tecs, Mayas and other prehistoric peostretched from east to west for a dis- freedom. In 1868, by ukase of the said, must now be in the language of raised In protest. All sat in silence ple as studied and reported by the
emperor of Russia, the government the
as if stunned.
tance of approximately 600 miles.
There waB no loud School of American Archaeology and
country. He writes with a guard"The first partition of Poland came was absolutely Incorporated with that ed pen. The letter was mailed un taming, no disorder. In fact, I have of other institutions. Much material
n't seen a fight in Dresden since the for designs pertaining to the prehisIn 1772, when Prussia and Austria, cf Russia and the use of the Polish sealed. The violinist said:
toric end early period of American
alarmed by the progress of Russia in language in public places and for pub"The scenes enacted In this . war war began. Neither have I seen any
was available; buildings, temlic
was
history
mainprohibited.
purposes
I'oland, suggested, as a means of
drama are not all confined to the eidence of drunkenness.
'Russian
the
contains
Poland
first
ples,
monuments,
pottery, basketry
of
that
the
Europe,
"Wherein this was the attitude tat
equilibrium
taining
battlefields. In the heart of this great
all three powers readjust their terri- Hue of defense of the Russian empire nation, at present far removed from en in all the tetter class restaurants. and blankets are covered with picture
and symbolic designs which
tories at the expense of Poland," reads on Its western frontier.
the horrors of war, is being staged this spirit of quietude did not prevail writings
form artistic motive for patterns.
"The marshy lowlands, covered with
the society's bulletin. "Poland lay utin
seme
of the smaller cafes. Here, Not
the drama of the sorrows of
forests on the western banks of the riuily
only the designs proper were
war. It Is here in Dresden and In 1. e people burst forth in patriotic
terly helpless. She lost about one-fiftbut the colors as well, a
a
offer
adaptable
natural
defense
Vistula,
against
of
her
and
of her population
other inland cities that the first act speeches and wild battle songs. There fact which has
an army advancing; worn the west,
assisted in
In
1793,
second
The
were
partition,
shouts
of Wilhelm, the kaiser of the creation of materially
territory.
of the great war drama is bei g play
new
these
American
numare
a
and
orid
strenghtened
of her
they
by
reduced Poland to
All night tue rabble paraded. Dresden has furnished her first Europe.
fashion designs . The textile division
ber
of fortresses on that river. The
a
of
with
dimensions,
population
ginal
quota of men. But soon she will be ed the streets. It was then that the of the museum has installed a series
tvbout 3,500,000. A third treaty of par- center of these latter Is Warsaw.
called upon to replace her dead In the solitary act of discourtesy occurred. of pure dye taffeta
silks, contributed
"The Poles are rather of medium field.
A crowd infested the British
tition was signed in 1796. The conAlready news that many
legation,
show the re
which
by
manufacturers,
in
stature
and
the
well built Those
d
gress of Vienna, In 1815, divided
are dead and wounded has where they indulged in wild threats production of these ancient Mexican
are
are
dark.
In
the
sruth
north,
Rusthey
between Prussia, Austria and
reached the city, and dally the Increase una finally stoned the house.
designs printed on soft clinging fab
to be fair. While well endow- In
sia, with the exception of Cracow, inclined
"Hut hostility towards the English ric. The designs
the number of doors draped m
comprise the Aztec
reed
are
not
nature
by
today
they
which was erected Into a republic emfor the most part has been confined moon In rainbow tonws on blue and
crepe tell of the sorrows of war.
characin
markable
which
that
energy
and
In
Gallcla.
bedded
posen
Gnesen,
"The night that war was declared to the lower classes. In fact, the Brit- - taupe; the Aztec armadillo and arrow
with a population of 810,000, were left terizes the northern races of Europe, between England and Germany, the ish have been
kindly treated. This is patterns in colors of peacock blues;
to Prussia. Austria remained In pos- and in a sense of unity which has htpes of the people were high. They a hotbed of English
Kortez" an Aztec hieroglyphic on
people and God
session of Galicia, with Its 1,500,000 been the strength of their present thought England would remain nuutral. alcne knows what
dark green and satin striped white
the
if
might
happen
Is
and
the
reason
obvious.'
For
Inhabitants. Lithuania and the Ruth-enia- n rulers,
While in the very act of jollying ov- public were disposed to vent its an- taffeta; the Aztec coat of arms on
Palatinates continued to be In- several years past the German element er this prospect, the grim truth be ger upon them.
navy blue, and an
design on
has been annually Increasing both in came known.
corporated with Russia.
The cafes and beer res
"The fear of Russian Invasion Is the Mexican feathers in shades of blue,
"The remnant was constituted as the number and in Influence In Russian taurants were packed. Rich and poor enly discordant note heard here. All green and brown. Other designs are
Pocongress kingdom, under the Poland. From remote antiquity
mingled and all were in a state of Germany is confident of success on her reminders of the Pueblo Indians in
land has been annually Increasing in
western border. But the news that New Mexico, one consisting of a ratexport of grain. Since 1875 there has
the whole of Russia's strength Is bear- tlesnake symbol printed on Indian
been a remarkable development of
Blaod Destruction
ing down upon her rastern frontier Is red, while another resembles a Navajo
manufacturing enterprises. The railthe wise to shake their heads. rug In which zig-zastripes and diag
causing
roads of Russian Poland have au agonal
of
and
Rebuilt
The
arrangement
appear.
figures
towards
onslaught
Stopped
Berlin, they begregate length of 1,300 miles.
That archaeology has also done
will Include Dresden,
lieve,
the
"The-entiradministration of the
DANDRUFF capital of Saxony. Most
In places, like Santa
Germans, much, especially
province is under the governor general
to preserve and adopt the archiFe,
believe
will
however,
be
estabWorries Overcome, Evidence
peace
residing at Warsaw. After the Insurtectural and artistic forms of olden
lished within a few months.
Brushed Away. The
rection of 1863 all towns with less For Four Years. Dandruff Could Be
"The Americans here were jollify- times to the present, giving the pub
Skin Cleared.
Seen Plainly. Head Burned and
than 2,000 Inhabitants were deprived
lic buildings and homes a stamp of
ing today ovr the receipt of news that
of their municipal rights. The elective
So Itchy Could Hardly Stand It. thf,that sets them above the
originality
battleship Tennessee was on her
of architecture, is well
municipal councils were practically
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointway with American gold. As most ordinary type
abolished and Russian officers nominknown.
ment. Trouble Disappeared.
news is muddled by the time It is
ated In their place. The prevalent remt.uthed around, so was this Informa
How's TMit
ligion is Roman Catholic."
455 12th St., Detroit, Mich."! wag
tion.
Many pwraons were informed
troubled with falling hair and dandruff for that
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
hordes
of
this gold already had
about four years. The dandruff was very
ward for any case of Catarrh that canTAX MONEY RECEIVED
thick and my hair Was always reached Dresden. As a result the
O.
9
Treasurer
State
Santa Fe, Sept.
full of it. It could be seen
scenes around the American consulate not be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
N. Marron today received $203.39 from
plainly at times and when-evI would comb my hair resembled those attendant upon a run
the undersigned, have known F.
We,
I It would
County Treasurer Chris Raithel, of
t?
on a New York east side bank."
come out pretty bad
Luna county, $ 162.50 from R. W. Hef-li-n
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
and my coat would be covered
The violinist adds that neither he
B. S. S
the famous blood purifier, la
him perfectly honorable In all
believe
Whenever I would
It.
with
$93.92
from
San
of
Juan
county,
nor his mother, who Is with him, have
man's architect. It contemplates the damwould
mv
bead
'scratch
it
get
business
transactions and financially
L.
and
G. Pearson of Quay county
It also
age done and repairs the damage.
V'v' VVv T"1 nd loave UttW PImPles- - suffered any great inconvenience on able to carry out any obligations made
looks after the possible damage and corSanJulius
of
from
$250.54
.
Seligman
1
Then my head would burn account of the war. As evidence of
rects all tendency to blood eruptions, decay
hi3 firm.
of bones, clogging of Joints and any and doval county, all taxes collected In And be so Itchy that I could hardly stand it. this
fact, he cites a Jolly dinner party NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
effects
of
destructive
no
all of those myriad
but
with
?'I
tried
almost
everything
of
the
protection
such as rheumatism, catarrh, swollen glands, August. $23.25 for
I happened to think which took place since the war began
result till one
Toledo, O.
sore throat, bronchial affections and tha game fund and $162.50 from William about Cuticura night and Ointment and at
Soap
Loschwltz, near Dresden, given at
Is
host of Infirmities so well known as being Robblns of Sierra
taken Inter
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
county for district thought I would try them. After using the house of Professor
caused by Impure blood. And now, why
von
Leopold
nally, acting directly upon the blood
should S. 8. S. do all this? Simply because attorney's salary.
R. W. Heflln of them about two weeks I found they were
Auer, the famous Russian violin pedame so much good that I kept right
It Is Nature's antidote, a remedy of searchnd mucous surfaces of the system.
San Juan county reported1 to the trav- doing
on using the Cuticura Soap for washing my gogue. Incidentally he mentioned that
ing influence. It contains a powerful, natTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
ural ingredient, that sweeps Its way to the eling auditors' office today $2,781.92 of balr and the Cuticura Ointment for rubbing
Professor Auer, being a Russian, was per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
skin. And In doing this it not only annion my scalp. Now my hair Is nice and
hilates destructive germs but causes them 1913, $143.11 of 1912, $20.14 of 1911
under
surveillance.
more
with
and
am
bothered
not
I
thick
any
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
to be so converted that they are easily and $110.42 of 1910 and prior taxes. dandruff
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Cured
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tain papers, alleged to have been stolen from, the German embassy, be re
turned to Germany. "From 8 o'clock,"
bald the general while the audience
l ung breathless oa his revelation of
a crisis in the destiny of France, "until after midnight the president of the
republic, the prime minister, and I,
waited to know whether war or peace
be the outcome of the negotiations. We were within a hair'sbreadth
of war."
Today Dreyfus Is not only a free
man, but he has been restored to the
French army with great public ceremony. A captain when degraded, he
now is a major In a crack artillery
regiment that usually is detailed to all
state functions. Suffering the greatest of humiliations for a soldier for 12
years, he today is fully cleared by official proclamation of the charge of
treason, and has been honored with
the distinction of a commander of the
Legion of Honor. His champions during his time of trouble have likewise
been honored. Zola, the great French
uthor, who suffered Imprisonment for
his fiery defense of Dreyfus, Is now
dead, but the republic honored his
memory by placing his body in the
Pantheon, the burial place of the great
si '.diers of France. Picquart, a brother
officer, then with the rank of colonel,
who was cashiered from the army for
defending Dreyfus, was restored with
all honors and promoted to the rank
of brigadier general. Dreyfus' enemies have been confounded. Colonel
Henry, formerly connected with the
war office, Is dead by his own
hand, after having confessed to forging Dreyfus' name to a document that
helped to send him to Devil's Island.
Major Esterhazy has publicly confessed through the London Chronicle that
he wrote the bordereau, the famous
document which more than anything
eise brought about the conviction for
treason against Dreyfus. Esterhazy is
now an exile from France, though not
subject to official punishment through
a recent amnesty law which pardons
all offenders against the state up to
fie year 1911. Today the war with
Germany has come about, but not
through the machinations of the Dreyfus affair. Drefus' son Is fighting for
France on the firing line, and was re
cently promoted for gallantry In bat
tle? to the rank of sergeant.

ATTEND THH KXCUHSION
Though time for preparation Is,
e MTt, everybody in las Vegas who has
:
automobile should make it a point
attend the "Enlightenment Excur-- i
n" to the mesa tomorrow and he
.iould
plan to flU every available seat
i
in hlB car with his neighbors and
friends.
The mesa is one of Las Vegas' biggest assets. This year Its dry farms
have produced the largest crops in
their history. There Is further cause
for rejoicing, in tne fact that, for tho
fiist time, silos are being put In use
In the country north of (own, which
means the rapid development of the
da'ry industry. The prime object of
tho excursion, which is to be under
the direction of the Commercial club,
is to show Las Vegana what the mesa
Is accomplishing and get them acquainted with the men and women
who are making splendid farms on the
rolling prairie. A visit to the mesa
will convert skeptics and make boosters of the most undemonstrative.
The caravan will leave the Commercial club rooms tomorrow afternoon
promptly at 2 o'clock. All persons
ho will furnish cars and all who wish
to make the trip are requested to be
on hand about 15 minutes before that

o
A TREMENDOUS
Washington, Sept 9.

YIELD

The depart
ment of agriculture in its September
crop report today, forecast the production of the country's principal farm
crcpa (In millions of bushels, 1. e.,
millions ommitted) as follows:
Spring wheat, 221; all wheat, 896;
ctrn, 2,598; oats, 1,161; barley, 200;
271;
buckwheat,- 17; white potatoes
862
sweet potatoes 55; tobacco,
pounds; flax 15; rice, 24; hay, 69
tons.
Condition, 68 per
Spring wheat:
cent of normal; Indicated acreage,
12.2 bushels.
Corn: Condition, 71.7; acre yield,
24.9.

Oats:

Condition, 758;

acre yield,

29.1..

Barley: Condition, 82.4; acre yield,
26.3.

Buckwheat: Condition, 87.1; acre
yield, 21.55,
White potatoes:
Condition, 7.'.8;

acre

yield, 96.

Condition. 81.8;
Sweet Potatoes:
acre" yield, 93,
acre
Tobacco: Condition, 71.4;
yield, 724.
Flax: Condition, 72.7; aero yield, 8.
Rice: Condition, 88.9; acre yield,
,

34.8.

;

Hay: Acre yield, 1.42.
Apples: Condition, 61.9.

time.

TRIUMPH OF DItEVFUS
"Fifteen years ago today Captain Alfred Dreyfus was convicted by court
martial for the second time on the
charge of selling French military sec-

rets to foreign powers. It was one of
the most sensational trials of the age,
during which it was alleged , that .the

OFFICIALS

MOVE ABOUT

Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Attorney General; Frank W. Clancjr 1sF 'in Denver
attending the Interstate tax confeernce
tor there days as a delegate from New
Mexico. Secretary of State Antonio
Lucero went to Azteo today to deliver an address at the San (Juan county
fair. Chase Bell, moving picture operator for the exposition commission,
left yesterday for .the same point. Tomorrow Governor McoDnald will leave
for the same destination. , ,
Forther Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford, now private secretary to
United States Senator Albert B .Fall,
Is in Santa Fe from Washington, D.
0., and will remain several weeks on
a vacation.
District Judge E. C. Abbott left this
etening for Chicago on private business. Judge M. C Mechem will come
up from Socorro to open court for
him next week and Impanel the grand
jury. Judge Herbert F. Reynolds sat
for Judge E. C. Abbatt today In the
famous Caja del Rio land grant partition suit which has been in the district court in one phase or another for
the past 3 Oyears. Certain testimony
wps read and the attorneys were given time to file briefs.

peace of Europe was threatened
through the "Dreyfus affair," The verdict .brought rigorous protests from
the entire civilized world, which 'was
convhfeed or the captain's innocence.
Arrested five years before, he had
been convicted by his superior officers
at a court martial, degraded before
army comrades, transported to Devil'")
Island to expiate the alleged crime.
and had been, through the efforts of
Influential friends, brought back to
The eyes of the
France for
orld were turned upon the court at
r.ennes, where the Semetio army officer, the first Hebrew ever to have entered the staff of the French army, was
battling for his honor. Four hundred
Journalists, from the four corners of
the earth, rubbed elbows with society
as
Awomen, some of whom had paid
Sensation
a
seat
much as $400 for
followed sensation during the trial; but
none was more startling than that tes'
timony given by General Mercier, the
'
Milburn Saylor, the Indianapolis
former minister of war. He averred
has earned $17,000 in his
that during the Dreyfus affair, the lightweight,
months'
six
boxing campaign in
Orman ambassador at Paris had decer-1
livered an imperative demand that

;

i
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HUGH WILLIAMS A HERNANDEZ HAS
GOOD MAN
RE-ELE-

10

RECORD WORTH

MESA FARMERS

Pickard China

(Continued From Page One.)

v

medium of careful descriptions of
good Investments. He declared that
if men of means can be Induced to
come here for their vacation trips
they will see plenty of profitable investments
FOR
and will take advantage of
CANDIDATE
REPUBLICAN
them. Mr. Raynolds was asked to
CONGRESS WILL MAKE A GOOD
prepare a synopsis of the scheme of
REPRESENTATIVE
advertising he would suggest and preconsentBenlgno C. Hernandez is a native of sent it to the directors. He
ed.
his
New Mexico, and having spent
Mr. Raynolds also told the directors
life In the" state, understands its hisa new variety of corn, called
about
at
was
bora
tory and its needs. He
of August" because
Fifteenth
"The
or
Taos.
town
old
February
tlw quaint
matures
on or before! that
it
always
1:1.
1862, the son of Juan Jose and
this corn had been
said
He
.that
date.
Manuela C. Hernandez.
at Cher-ryvalThe subject of this sketch gained raised successfully this year
300
bushels
upon
eight
running
his education at private schools of
Mr. Raynolds said this corn
acres.
his
on
his native town, and
graduation
would be highly successfrom school, entered one of the lead- undoubtedly
ful upon the mesa and he suggested
reing mercantile Institutions of Taos,
the club assist in introducing it The
maining there until 18S9, when he directors said
they were Interested
moved to Ojo Caliente, Taos county,
and would ndeavor to induce the dry
himself.
for
in
business
and engaged
farmers to try the new corn.
He remained at this place until 1895
The Annual Election
when he went to Lumberton in Rio
Leo Tipton was instructSecretary
Arriba county and engaged in mercan- ed to
a complete') report of
prepare
tile business. He acted as probate the activities of the club
during the
clerk for the county, until January
about to close, to be presented
year
1105.
He served as sheriff of the to the directors at a
special meeting
county of Rio Arriba during the years on the evening of September 22. It
1T05 and 1906. From 1909 to 1911 he.
approved by the directors this report
collector will be
was treasurer and
that submitted to the memfor the county. During the time he
bers of the club at the annual meetwas engaged in the public service, he
ing, to be held the evening of the
was also engaged in the mercantile second
Tuesday in October. The club
t'lmsiness as a member of the Amador has accomplished a great deal this
Mercantile' company at'TIerra Amar-llla- , year, and the members and the .puband is at the present time a lic in general will be Interested to
member of that firm.
hear in detail of Its accomplishments.
Recognizing his sterling qualities
The directors received the resignaand his ability as a public official, tions of John W. Harris, Sr., Ben
t'u. national administration appointed Lewis and II. C. de Baca.
of
him to the position of receiver
Present at the meeting were Presipublic monies at the United States dent W. P. Southard, Vice President
land office, with quarters at Santa Fe. F. O. Blood, Secretary Leo Tipton and
This position he held from August 1, pirectors David J. Leahy, M. M. Pad
1912 to March 1, 1914, when he re
gett, Arthur Ilfeld, Stephen Powers
signed his position, as the administra and N. O. Hermann.
tion had changed and not being In
sympathy with It, he felt It to be his
duty to resign, returning to his home RAILROADS HARD HIT
and entering aagin, actively into the
mercantile business. Mr. Hernandez
ACCOUNT OF THE WAR
was a delegate to the republican na
tional convention at Chicago, in June,

WHILE

CT

FOR
CANDIDATE
REPUBLICAN
CORPORATION COMMISSIONER HAS GOOD RECORD

We all of us remember the tales of
the boyhood of those who have been
candidates for office, and those
stories have stayed with us In the
after years. We have not forgotten
the books of long a?o which told of
the bitter struggle of Lincoln, the rail
splitter; of Garfield, the canal driver,
and the stories of the early efforts of
bo many of our public men, battling
onward in the world against the awful
odds which confront everyone who
Is trying to make his way.
One of the candidates before the
people of New Mexico has his pa
thetic, manly and appealing story pf
a boy's life and the outcome of a
brave strife against bitter odds.
Hugh Williams, candidate for corporation commissioner on the republican ticket, saw the harsh and distressing side of life in his early years
and it required the sterling determination and manly courage which is
a part of his make-uto win out,
paining, as he did, one promotion
after another, from the corporations
with which he was connected. The
position which he holds he won because of his recognized fidelity and
peculiar fitness. Now, after the experience in the position he is only
better qualified than before to work
out those problems which are for the
good of the people of this great state,
and he Is heart and soul bound up In
the desire to do Just this thing. It
Is not necessary for the voters of
New Mexico to speculate on what po
sition Hugh Williams will take on
certain questions and how he will
stand on others, aa nls Inventory has
been made and by it he can be judg
ed. His whole record la the record
of a man of the people, and yet possessed of a strict sense of justica
With these qualities, of nature and
with the experience of the past three
years In the position is it not the
part of wisdom and good citizenship
to
Williams to this position
which he has so. well and satisfactor
ily filled?
His "opponent on the democratic
ticket is Adolph Hill of Santa Fe. It
is not possible to tell much of the
qualifications of Mr. Hill for the position to which he aspires, as his life
has been mainly spent in the holding
of minor, fir clerical, positions and
he has not been fitted for those which
require initiative or judgment, or of
weighing questions on their merits.
The work which he has been accus
tomed to has been that laid out by
others who have been in superior po
sitions and have been the ones to
give the orders. He has simply obeyed, and recorded. His whole life has
been in this atmosphere and that is
not the kind that fits men to weigh
matters on their own merits ana to
be a judge of the rights of men and
measures. The corporation commis
sion Is one of the Important depart
ments of the state and as members
of it we want men of experience and
power of discernment and ability to
weigh.
it Is not necessary to speak in a
lengthy manner of the candidate of
the progressive party as he will not
cut any figure in the campaign. His
name is John McTeer and he is a resident of Deming, in the rpal estate
T5Tislnes8.
Even if he were! a man of
peculiar fitness for the position and
possessed of more than usual ability,
the party with which he is associated
precludes him from any rear consideration. It is not a matter of very
great moment who or what he la.
p

e,

1&12.

Honorable, and honored by all who
know him best, Benigno C. Hernandez
is sure to get the support of the thinking voters of the state. His method
of conducting the office of receiver In
the land office won him the respect
and confidence of all with whom he
was brought In contact. He will be a
worthy representative of the people of
New Mexico In the United States congress.
VERMONT

REPUBLICANS

Montpeller, Vt, Sept 9. The republican state convention met here today
for the nomination of candidates for
United States senator and a complete
fclate ticket. It is conceded that Sen-a- d
William P. Dillingham will be renominated. At the election in November he will be opposed by Charles A
Prouty of the Interstate commerce
commission, who will run as an
republican.
inde-pede-

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, September 9. Hogs,
receipts 6,000. Market higher. Bulk
$8.909.20; heavy $9.109.25; packers ffnd butchers $8. 959.27;. lights

t3.809.15;

pigs

$7.608.25.

Presidents Samuel Rea of the Pennjhc Pustcl Rose dnd Silver
sylvania, S. Willard of the Baltimore
and Ohio, Fairfax Harrison of the
Southern; E. P. Ripley of the Santa
Lunch Setr
dtfww
rOV
Fe, and Hale Holden, vice president of
I "Vis 71
! J .jL
J
J.
the Burlington.
Th epresident agreed to give careful consideration to the statement of
the railroad men, but made no promises on their requests. He is understood to favor the view that the rail-- '
rdads need assistance.
Selected China decorated in taste
The specific requests of the railroad men were:
In the famous studios of "Pickard."
"That the president will call the
The most attractive lableware made.
attention of the country to the pressing necessity for support of railroad
See our new- decorations.
credit by the
and sympathetic effort of the public and of all
governmental authorities, and that
the railroads be relieved as far as possible of further immediate burdens
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
involving additional expense.
"That the president will urge- a
practical recognition of the fact that
an emergency is on the railroads
which requires 1& the public interest,
that they have an additional revenue,
and that the appropriate governmental agencies seek a way by which such
additional revenues may be properly
and ipromptly provided."
"The credit of the railroads," said
the statement, "seriously impaired, as
we believe, before the war started, is
now confronted by an emergency of
a magnitude without parallel in

''"''

TAUPERT'S

-

VOTE CAST IN

LIGHT

PATTERSON

SENATOR

NOMINEE
GOVERNOR

Washington, Sept.

9.

President

Wil-

SPERRY QUITS JOB
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Governor McDoa-a- l
today accepted the resignation of
on
Colonel Fay Sperry as
his staff and .appointed M. C. O'Hara
with title
of Las Cruces,
aide-de-cam-p

of colonel.

C

Derive the pleasure of Style,
Fit and Satisfactory Wear along
with reasonable Prices by buying

appeal to the country that the people
take a more sympathetic attitude toward the railroads.
The committee
did not ask Mr. Wilson to move for
any specific relief, but told him he
cculd do much to remove antagonism,
which they said had grown up toward
the railroads as a result of much agitation.
The president agreed to give care- of the European 'war and antagonistic attitude of the people toward the
railroads great difficulty was being experienced in meeting obligations.
Chairman Trumbull of the Chesa
peake and Ohio and the Missouri, Kan
sas and Texas railroads, acted as
spokesmen. He laid before the president a written statement, setting out
the position of the railway men of
tho country.
The others In the committee were

at

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
The J. C. Penney Company buys
Great Quantities of Shoes and
their method oV Cash Buying
and Selling makes It possible
to give you Iwer Prices.
SAVE FROM 20 PER
YOU
CENT TO 25 PER CENT
We stand back of our Shoes
and Guarantee Satisfaction.
(

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST

STORE

H

ticket

sive

PRESS BUREAU REVIVED
London, Sept. 9. Home Secretary
McKenna has taken charge of the
work of the official press bureau. In
this connection he made the an
nouncement today that stteps had
been taken recently for the reorgani
zation of the cable censorship work
to provide for the prompt transmis
sion to the United States and to the
dominions of news passed, by the bureau tor information in this country.

UPHOLDS WRIT
Butte, Mont, Sept. 9 Judge George
M. Bourquin in the United States district court today overruled the motion
of the National Guara of Montana to
quash the application for a writ of
habeas corpus asked in behalf of
three men held prisoners by the militia here. The court gave the mili
tary officers until 2 o'clock this afternoon to show cause why ,the writ
should not be issued. The court's
ruling holds that notwithstanding that
martial law is in effect here, habeas
corpus has not been suspended.
COURT

PRINCE IS SICK
Aberdeen, Scotland, (via London)
Sept 9. Prince Albert, second son
of King George, has been, operated on
for appendicitis. His condition is re
ported today as satisfactory!.

'

Market stea

FOR PROPER

Cattle, receipts 10,000.
Prime fed steers $9.7510.60;
dressed beef steers $89.60; western
steers ?6.609.25; stackers and feeders $68.25; bulls $5. 25 6. 75; calves

WEARING APPAREL

10. 50.

Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market highLambs $77.75; yearlings $5.75
6.25; wethers $5.255.75; ewes $5

FOR ALL OGClSiDCJS

er.

5.40.

AGREEMENT WITH BELGIUM
WAR CUTS OFF IMPORTS
Paris, Sept. 9. An agreement reach
Washington, Sept. 9. Since the out- ed by the Belgian and Russian gov
break, ef the war In Europe many ernments, according to the corresAmerican users of foreign, barytes pondent of the Havas agency at Petro-graauthorizes Belgian reservists and
have, been forced to look at home for
their future supplies. Barytes has a recruits of 1914 to attach themselves
wide variety of uses in the manufac- to Russian armies.!
The arrangement referred to in the
ture of wall paper, glass, artificial
foregoing dispatch would appear to
ivory, insectidices, fertilizer, etc.
In the United States the principal be confirmatory of previous reports,

ei-j- de

DEMO-CRATI-

FOR

ination. Scattered returns, mostly
from Denver county, show T. M. Pat
terson leading B. T. Napier, for governor almost' two to one.
Samuel D. Nicholson was leading F.
C. Goudy and Q. A. Carlson for the
republican gubernatorial nomination,
according to meager returns, and Dr.
Hubert Work led I. N. Stevens for the
senatorial nomination.
F. B. Costigan for governor and
Ben Griffith for United States senator were unopiwed on the progres-

dy.

$6. 50

IS

Denver, Sept, 9. A light vote .was
cast yesterday in the statewide primary election! to nominate party candidates for United States senator,
congressmen and complete state and
county tickets. This practically Is the
only definite information received up
to 9 o'clock this morning.
State headquarters of the republican, democratic and progressive parties reported practically no returns
received and each refused to hazard
a guess on the probable result In
cases where there were contests for

,l

sources of supply are the Missouri and
Appalachian districts. In 1913 the
Missouri district furnished between 68
and 69 per cent of the total production in the United States, and among
the Appalachian states Georgia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, South Carolina
and Virginia, named In the order of
production, reported an output of
barytes.

PRIMARIES

COLORADO

THEY APPEAL TO THE PRESIDENT office.
In the democratic party Senator C.
TO ASK PEOPLE TO SUPS. Thomas was unopposed for renom- PORT THEM

son was asked today by a committee
of railroad executives to address an

'm1

BACHARACH
Suits, Goats, Dresses, Gowns,
SHOES!!
ALL 'THATS

THE

notably today from Rome, that
sian forces have landed in Belgium.

Rus-

;

AND QUALITIES
PRICES
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BEST-REASONAB-

4.00

$3.3 0,

TO 8AVE LANDMARKS

Washington,
Sept. 9. President
Wilson took under consideration today a suggestion from Ambassador
Herrick.at Paris that the United
States approach the powers In an
effort to have their armies regard his
toric buildings, monuments and works
of art as "international property."
Ambassador Herrick cabled the suggestion after the diplomatic representatives in France of several neutral
countries had indicated the desire of
their governments to support the pro
"
'
',.
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These are all imported and have the stamp of
brought out in their lovely patterns.
See them before
buyiujj
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PERSONALS

PUT IN CIRCULATION

Mrs G. W. Home, dressmaker.
Keister college, system, 20 years experience, work guaranteed. 711 Main
etieet, Phone Main 240. Adv. eod 18.
Cleofes Romero, for 12 years sheriff of San Miguel county and
of the state penitentiary, now engaged In the lumber business at
is In the city for a few days.
S. B. Simmons of Dallas, Tex., is
among the recent hotel arrivals.
George McMiullen of St. Louis is in
the city for a brief stay.
Miss Estella Hinojos has resigned
her position with Charles Rosenthal
and left today for Santa Fe for a short
visit before proceeding to El Paso,
where she will reside.
C. F. Hunter of Albuquerque is stopping at one of the local hotel.
J. W. Ivans of Chicago is in the
city for a short time.
Harry J. Hanlon of El Paso arrived
last night for a few days' business
visit.
Mrs. T. J. Fitzgerald and son of
Kansas City are stopping at a local
hotel.
J. C. Duncan, a business man of
Kansas City, is in the city for a brief
etay.
E. H. Rojas of Chicago is in the
city on a brief business stay.
A. Teiml of Chicago is among the
recent hotel arrivals.
E. O. Thomas, a mail carrier in the
the local postoffice, has returned to
vacation spent
duty after a four-weeIn visiting points of Interest in Colorado.
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound arrived in Las Vegas today to remain
for some time on business.
Albert Stern, head of the dry goods
department of the Ilfeld store in A1-- .
buquerque, was in the city yesterday,
en route to New Yorkt
Rev. J. US, Whistler, who has accepted a call, from the Christian
church, arrived in Las Vegas last
night.
Mrs, C. S. Losey left last night for
Chicago and the east on an extended
visit. She will stop at Ashtabula, O.,
for some time.
Mrs. F. L. Morrissette left on train
No. 1 today for Albuquerque to visit
friends.
k

YO UR
SUIT

I

OF SIGNATURES, IT
EXPECTED, WILL PROCEED
RAPIDLY

SECURING

The petition to the postmaster
that was started some days ago,
asking thaf. immediate action be taken
by the postoffice department in the
construction of a new federal building
for greater Las Vegas, and. which has
been at two of Ihe drug stores for
signing, is now being presented to the
people in an active canvass. The petition only prays the department at
Washington to consider the unusual
conditions that exist here, citing the
confusion of mails due to the exist
ence or tue two oinces, ana asKing
for the immediate use of the appropriation already voted by congress for
the purpose of erecting the new build'

ing.

Washington, Sept.
at

At New York
Boston
Met New York
Batteries: Gregg,
"I

9.

Senate:

11 a, m.

R. H. E.
6 13

0

9

0

Shaw and Thom
Thenillion dollar appropriation for as; Carrigan, Fisher, Warhop and
extra vnfnue nf thn TtD'nmB.tln and Nunamaker.
ru ar service rj'auso of tho
R H. E.
At Detroit
rci can war was parsed.
1 6 1
Senators Burton and Galllner con Chicago
3 9 0
Ir.ved their opposittitn to the
Detroit
and harbor bill.
Batteries: CIcotte and Schalk; OldHouse: Met at noon.
ham and Stanage.
Ways and means committee conNational League
tinued, conference on means of raising
K. H. m.
additional revenue to supplement
At Boston
15 1
customs
Boston
receipts.
falling
3 3 1
Bills were considered under the New York
calendar Wednesday rule.
Batteries: James and Gowdy;
Fromme, Wiltse and McLaln.
The Optic for all the war news. RH. E.
At Chicago
3 6 2
Cincinnati 2
4 11
-fk Chicago .
if1
' Batteries: Douglas, Ames .and Gonzales; Lavendar, Sabel and Archer.
i

,
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Mar-quar-

THIS WEEK SPECIALS

W

Frankfurters
AND

ordered now.

Fresh

We have a complete line of for
eign and domestic suitings, com-

Bologna

prising all the latest weaves, and

Sausage

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

S.SHUR
HAS. LEWIS

DELUCATESSEN
FANCY

TAILOR

;

AND

GROCERIES

Phone Main 167
vVi Jr'- 5)7 Sixth S treetl

You WiH Find
.5

i

r--

:

MM
the best in all

SEAS

S

.,,
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid

when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

Peoples Bark & Trust Company
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
flee:

American League
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
E.
H.
R.
At Philadelphia
10 1 weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Brooklyn
10 2 urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
5
Philadelphia
Batteries: Reulbach and McCarty; g a. m arriving Mora 9:45 a, m
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
Mayar and Dooln.
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
Federal League
R.H.E, for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop
At Brooklyn
4
6
Pittsburgh
11
12
TO RENOMINATE SENATOR
Brooklyn .
Leclair and
New Haven, Conn., Sept 9. Repu
Dickson.
rtatteries:
to
Berry; Finn'eran, Bluejacket and Land blicans of Connecticut rallied here
which
state
convention
their
for
day
is to nominate candidates for United
Western League
E.
H.
R.
States senator and governor and other
At Denver
2 state officers to be voted for in Novem
Omaha
jj
9 4 ber. Today was devoted to the pre"enver .
Batteries: Crabb and Zabaugh; Gas-ki- ll liminary business of the convention.
and Spahr.
The nominations will be made tomorrow. United States Senator Frank B.
Brandegee will be renominated, as no
other name will be presented. Several
names are mentioned in; connection
with the governorship and other places on the state ticket

1

filled

With

Tuxedo.

NEW NOTARIES

(ContInuedFTom Page One.)
September 3 say that the report that
the Germans! are compelling Chinese
laborers to assist in the destruction
of defenses is untrue, The Chinese
deserted Tsihg Tau, expecting a bom
bardment of the city by the Japanese,
but finding a livelihood outside the
district of Kiao Chow impossible, re- trned. in great numbers.
, Othec Chinese report that Japanese
dressed .& Chinese Are shipping In
the vicinity of Tsing'-Ta- u
acting 'as
scouts are watching the Japanese
At the request of the Jap
anese the Chinese government pre
cludes the possibility of a conflict
withdrew the Chinese soldiers from
the Japanese military train.

CLIP

IS HITTING AT .309
TOTAL OF NINE

NAMED

Santa Fe,

Sept. 9. Coverncr
today appointed the follow.uj
notaries public: Steven L. Villareal,
Gila, Grant county; Rollin L. Tinnin,
Yeso, Guadalupe county; Melquiades
T. Otero, Cubero, Valencia county;
Caddie B. Smith, Murdock, Quay county; Fred G. Forrest Tolar, Roosevelt
county, and Alma E. Squire of Boaz,
Chaves county.

far during the playing season
the Las Vegas Maroons have made
95 hits in 307
times at bat, giving
them a team average of 309. Seelin-ge- r
leads the team with an average
of 476. The individual records of the
players a.re as follows:
So

Seelinger
Hlte

GP AB

H

21

10
10

6
8
6
4

Angel
Nieto

8
9
8

Ettinger

8

25
25
15
28
33
29
29

Lnrrazolo

8
6

2J

Davy

Clark
Montano

Jlasouj

White "
Frazer
Lochard
Tamme
Harris
Salazar
Total

6

J"?

1
4

18
6
4
4
4
9

9

307

1
1

1

10-

5

11
12
9
8
8
7
4
1

0
0
0

Pet

R SB

.476
.400
.400
7 .333
3 .325
6 .310
6 .310
8 .286

3

1
2
3

9
-

5
5
5

10
7
3
5
3
2
2

3
2

1
0

10
0

.286

.280
.222
.200
--

OOO

0

0
0

0

0

1

.000

95

60

43

.309

.000
.000

li

Tee Up! Smoke Up!
satisfying as the sounding smack of the
relish of
perfect drive, is the open-ai- r
the perfect smoke tuxedo. itoth go
together, too. When you grab your bag and
start for the links, grab up your tin of
Tuxedo and take it along.
"Follow through" the snappy afternoon
with Tuxedo. Put Tuxedo in your pipe and
you will "put" the best. And at "the nineteenth hole" rest up and relax with a good,
solid smoke of Tuxedo. That's the advice
of good golfers everywhere.

A

1913

than

S

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

IS THE KAISER ABOUT
.

TO

GIVEA"SUEAL"

"I

HE IS REPORTED TO HAVE SENT
A PROTEST TO PRESIDENT
WILSON
"

am always glad to speak a
for Tuxedo tobacco,

good Word

iltuAtZX

soothing flawr makes a the choke
London, sSept. 9.

manygo

ers.

Uvf VllUyiU4

f

h.

Washington Knows Nothing
Washigton, Sept. d. At the Vhite
House and at the state department it
was staed oday that no message to
President Wilson from Emperor Wil-- a
Ham had been, received so far. The
German embassy today received the
following dispatch from Its foreign of- -

It's worth your while to try Tuxedo.

Especially if a sensitive tongue prevents pipe
smoking.

ALEX CAMPBELL
Country Club, BrooUine, Mast.

"There has been
published in Copenhagen a telegram
which Emperor William sent to President Wilson under date of September
'
4," telegraphs the Copenhagen correspondent of the- - London Daily Tele
graph. In this message Emperor William protests against the use by the
bullets and
Ergllsh of dum-duagainst the participation of the Belgian population in the war.
"Emperor William adds in his comFATHER SEARCHING
munication to Mr. Wilson that his
generals have In certain cases been
and
FOR HISSING SON compelled to punish the Belgians,
he expresses his deep regret at the
destruction of Louvaln and other inLIKE
WOULD
UNDERWOOD
L.
teresting places."

City Clerk Charles Tamine, who is
also clerk of the local Woodmen of
tffe World, has received a letter from
broken hearted father In Leuders,
Tex., asking for information of his
runaway son. The man's name Is S.

TEAM

GAMES

d

Tuxedo

I

AVERAGE IS GOOD

IN A

Gal-lego- s

gives added
golfer when the pipe

provides more keen enjoyment
any other tobacco know."

AR- -

Under the articles signed by
and York, the game little wel
terweights who will stage a
go at the armory on the night of September 24, they must both train in
this city for tea days prior to the encounter. They will both be in Las
Vegas in a few days, and the proba
bility is that both will use the armory
for training purposes, one in the after
noon and the other at night. .Many
interesting rounds with sparring part
ners are In store for the faithful ones
during the training period.

smoking

pleasure to a
is

AND YORK WILL
RIVE WITHIN THE NEXT
FEW DAYS

GALLEGOS

BATTING

MAROONS

TRAINING WORK HERE

tmWi

J. J. MeDERMOTT
National Open Champion 1911 to

"Pipe

BOXERS TO DO THEIR

WAR'

TO KNOW WHEREABOUTS
OF YOUNG LUTHER

G-Nn-

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

'

TODAY IN CONGRESS

r

Three Points

"The North German Gazette publishes the text of tne kaiser's telegram to President Wilson concerning
tho British and French, use of dumatrocities
dum, bullets and Belgian
wounded
nurses
and
surgeons,
against
sc Idlers."
The message adds: :
"Frankfurther Zeitung reports that
German officers, while Louvaln was
burning, brought pictures from the
cathedral to the town hall for protection.
INCOME TAX WILL
"The Stampa," a paper at Turin,
reports that French confidence In Its
eral staff has vanished. Parisians
NOT BE RAISED gci
know that France Is flooded with
wounded and that a great part of the
army are prisoners."
PRESIDENT OPPOSES SUCH A PRO.
CEDURE TO SECURE WAR
MUST GET NEW SEAL
MONEY
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Assistant Attor
ney General Ira L. Grimshaw at the
in
9. President request of Governor McDonald and
Sept.
Washington,
Wilson opposes an increase In the in- reply to a letter sent the executive,
come tax as part of the program for handed down an opinion today that
a
who is a notary pubraising additional revenue for the gov- when woman,
ernment. House Leader Underwood, lic, marries, she must get a new seal
Chairman Simmons of the senate fi- with her new name upon it and file
nance committee and Chairman Fitz- an impression or tne new seal witn
can
gerald of the house appropriations the secretary of state and that she
committee conferred with the presi not attest to documents with the seal
dent today and were told that in his bearing her former name.
opinion an increased income tax
FIGHTS FOR TOINGHT
would not be suitable la the emerg
George Chip vs. Billy Miurray, 20
ency because no returns would be
realized before'next year. In his mes- rounds, at San Francisco.
sage to congress on the subject the
president asked that sources of reve
nue be selected which, would respond
quickly.

,

For Fall and Winter should be

m
m

TODAY

There Is a slight misunderstanding
the part of some of the people of
the city who fear that the petition
is in some way connected with a political move;' of unknown; and doubtful
origin. It Is only due to the community that it should be fully understood
by everyone that the movement is
being prosecuted solely for the Improvement of conditions and the betR. H. H
terment of the community There Is
Second Game
9 10
1
nothing political in It and no one Philadelphia
4 10
3
should hesitate to sign the petition, Washington
declare those who are circulating it.
Batteries: Wyckoff and Schang;
Johnson, Harper, Stevens and Henry,
Williams,, Wilson.
on

9, 1914.

L. Underwood, and from the inscription on his letterhead, conducts a
stone quarryv From the description
American League
the boy Chief of Police Coles be
at
of
Detroit.
Chicago
lieves that he was here some months
St. Louis at Cleveland. ,
ago, leaving here for Onava, since
Philadelphia at Washington.
which move nothing is known of him.
Boston at New York.
"With a boy companion the lad (he
is only 16 years old) left home some
National League
time ago on horseback and no word
Cincinnati at Chicago.
has been received from him by the
St Louis at Pittsburgh.
father, who, despite the waywardness
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
of his son, cannot blot him from the
New York at Boston.
parental mind. The old man's letter,
of
which brims with the heart-ach- e
Federal League
the disappointed father, follows:
Chicago at Indianapolis.
"Clerk of W. O. W. Camp,
St. Louis at Kansas City.
at
'East Las Vegas, N. M.
Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
"Dear Sir: Will you be so kind to
Baltimore at Buffalo.
me as to look for a boy of mine. He
"
has been persuaded away from home.
Western League
His name is Luther Underwood. He
SO. Joseph at Wichita.
is 5 feet 8 inches tall, is 16 years old,
Des Moines at Topeka.
has tolerably light hair, blue eyes,
Sioux City at Lincoln.
fair complexion and has one finger
Omaha at Denver.
off close to the middle Joint on the
left hand. It is the finger next to the
Tittle finger.
"He left home riding a black filly
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
14 hands high. He left with .another
boy, also horseback. I am not Inter
ested in the boy that left with. him.
"if you should find my boy wire me
r.i once at my expense, and cause the
American League
R. H.E. boy to be detained until I arrive and
At Washington
9 0 have him held by officers, but have
Philadelphia
0 him treated right
2
Washington
"S. L. UNDERWOOD."
Batteries: Bush and Schang; Shaw (Signed)
and Henry.
,;
BASEBALL

POSTOFFICE PETITION

SEPTEMBER

,

TllYrdfi nnsifivplv rinvint hitt nrvr fvpn
i( :you .smoke pi ful aft pipcfulf
many
as. you can crowd into a day or a week.
Tuxedo is made of only the finest, choic- est, selected leaves of perfectlyaged Burley
tobacco. It is made by the original "Tuxedo
rrocess which removes
every trace of bile and
sting and develops all

the wonderful mildness,
fragrance and flavor of
the Burley Leaf in a
way that no other brand
of tobacco has ever successfully imitated.
ALEX ROSS
National Open Champion

I

1907.

aayat

"Tuxedo, cool and mild, is essentially the smoke that satisfies.
Many ofmyfellou) golfers agree
with me in giving preference to
Tuxedo."

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE
.

Famus green tin

....

..

with gold

let-- 1

J
A

tering, curved to fit the pocket 1 UC
Conretuent pouch, inner- - lined
with moisture-propaper . . OC
In Class Humidors SOc and 90c
of

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

COMPANY

J

i

31

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

NEW YORK CUTS DOWN BUDGET FOR NEXT YEAR ONLY

9, 1914.

She OPTIC

S3.661

$6,-50-

artero-stlerosi-

Jose

--

is

J'f"

jJ

j

AND

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
SXST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLK1

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night in
and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

CHAPMAN

munication first
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corthird Thursday
ten month. Vial tin dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
mothers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. 8. Van Treasurer,
Petten. Secretary.

COLUMN

OF COLUMBUS, COUNt
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg-f- t fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
A KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

ular conclave second Tues--, Pioneer building. Visiting members
dey in each mcntn at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Derma,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. Q. K--; Frauk Angel. F. 8.
Smith, R C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
OPTIC'S NUMIlRi MAfN t,
rOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonlo Temple
Five ctnts per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
Ettlmats tlx ordinary words to a Una.
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre-- No.
No ad to occupy !
space than two
No.
tary.
All
advertisements
lines
charged
No.
will b booked at space actually set I. O. 0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE MO No.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeti every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnca preferred.
their hall on Sixth stieet All visiting
brethren cordially invited, to attend No.
J. FriedenBtine, N. O.: A. T. Rogers No,
V. O.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer: C. V. Hedgcock. No.
WANTED Reliable girl for general Cemetery Trustee.
housework. 725 Sixth Street

RATES

East Bound
Arrive
Detail
7:20 p. m.:... 7:48 s.

I....
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:25

II.,..

B. P. o. ELKS Meets second and
Children to board and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
room during school term, In private month Elks" home on NinO street
home. Inquire Y, Optic
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringWANTED TO BOARD Six Normal er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
students. 422 Washington.
Secretary.

WANTED

Door locks to repair

WANTED

Franklin's bicycle hospital.

AND LADIES OF SECURm
ITY, COUNCIL No.
W, O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
2390-7Me-

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and

Three rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, suitable for light
housekeeping; close to Normal University. Phone Purple 5482.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Nice front room
board, 918 Lincoln avenue.

With

One nice large room with
bath and toilet. 815 Eleventh St.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
roms. Phone Main 348, 721 Fourth.

Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. 11
L. O. O. MOOSE

11:61 p.

a. m
p. m
Wttt Bound

1:04 s.

Arrive
1:10 p. m
I.... 4:35 a.m
7..v. 4:20 p. m
I.... 4:35 p. m

Meets second and

I

i mm

DR. ADELAIDE

FOR RENT

Modern light housekeeping rooms, with sleeping porch. 1038
Fifth street.

For Sato
FOR SALE Tnree well galted ponies,
also large bay horse 16Va hands,
1,500 pounds, 8 years old, absolutely
gentle for lady's driving use. W.
Goodrich Jones, Valley Ranch, New
Mexico.

13
S!

A

no

GEO. H. HUNKER

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON - IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A k
STANDARD'

1

X

SILVER
FRENCH.
1REY (STERLING) FINISH
B

EMPRESS
can be ok-tained in this city from

I

Attorney-at-La-

FOR SALE Lady's phaeton and stan.
hope in good orden See them at
Cooley's barn.
FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100
head good stock cattle, 10 head of
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

RETAIL PRICES
lb, or Mere, Each Dalvsry
Iba, to 2,00S lbs., Each Delivery
200 Iba to 1,008 Iba, Each Delivery
M lbs, to 20S Iba, Each Delivery
Lass than 6S Iba, Eaoh Delivery

rft

per 1N gkfc
per 1SS Ik
per IN bs
par 1M I Mi
ISs per IN 1Mb

f.000

:...I5
-- Ms

...

torars, aad Distributors ef Hatiral Ua, tne raitfl
Mace Las Vscaa rassems,
OFFICE 7i1 DOUGLAS AVENUS

B8

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

sible.

.w.--- r.

Laatlii Qualities H Wales Bar

FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Mrs. Ji
F. Swain, 1006 Tilden avenue.

STAMPS IN DEMAND
Santa Fe, Sept 9. Because of the
impending passage of an act by congress doubling the tax on ber, the local Internal revenue office, has been
swamped'with orders for beer stamps.
One firm this morning ordered 31,000
worth of stamps, no doubt with the
idea of escaping the increased tax on
as large an amount of beer as pos-

,H..v.w4h

AGUAPURA COMPANY

Miscellaneous

Dentist
Dental work of cay description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phont
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411

'

ALL GROCERS

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Harvesters,
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EMPRESS
FLOUR

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W. W. BOWERS

&

.

4:41 a.
4:31 y. SI
7:44 a. tt

FLOUR really, k
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

1,000

FOR SALE Three Bourbon Red tur
keys. Inquire 1044 Fifth street.

Deaart

l:l

:7

si

B.

MONUMENT

BV

giving you
a present for doing something
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

LEWIS
Osteopathic
Physician
FOR RENT Modern
house,
first class furnace and range, cor Office Office Crockett Building
Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
ner Sixth and Washington avenua
Residence
Phone Main 384
Miss E. Adlon.
JONES-BOWER-

m

IX

fourth
Thursday
evening eaefc
month at W. O.. Vf. hall. Vlsltlni
brothers cordially invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

Eighth street.

a

Silver Spoon
-- if you use

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for members are
especially weleoae an
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln,
cordially invited.
17

.

finis elegant Rogers'

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for Love at C R. Q. hall, on the
light housekeeping and one five second and fourth
Tuesdays of
room cottage, unfurnished. Call at
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
1118 National.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Local Deputy.
Ylsltlni
Montague,

PIANO for rent,

l:St

1:25

r.
For YOLK

at KNIGHT4

For Rent

p. m

1....

Wanted

g

p

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

CH

WOT

PiX "Ki :

New York, Sept. 9. After all the saved. It was figured that they would
talk, which has been, going on for be cheaper to build than the big boats
month a concerning the necessity of and cheaper to operate. When the
time came to build, however, the sav
economy in the administration of the
ings began to vanish. The cost of a
citjr government. New York Is finding
was 150,000, and it was beIt extremely difficult to achieve that lieved that the smaller boat could be I. to 4
economy. The figure which the may- built for half that sum. As a matter
or has sent to the board of estimate of fact the Resolute cost $125,000 and
3
as necessary to meet the expenses of the cost of the trial races far exceedI
the city for 1915 la $60,924,057. This ed all expectations. One man who
has seen most of the bills estimates
represents a saving of exactly
over the 1914 budget, a figure the expenses at $2,500 a day for each
bo small as to be entirely lost sight day a yacht has been In commission,
of In view of the 6ize of the whole and it is believed that this figure is
LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR
appropriation. However, the economy not In the least excessive. A suit of JOHN PERRINE IS LET
is perhaps more real than apparent sails cost abut $14,000 and by the end
Bince in past years the budget has of the season each yacht has three or
COMPANY ORGANIZED
OUT OF THE: PRISON
teen growing by such leaps and four suits; $50,000 is a conservative
Is
The
item.
of
to
ectimate
this
payroll
bounds that the ability
get along
without an increase over the preced- another big item, for one yacht
governor Mcdonald pardons $25,000 CAPITALIZATION IS AUTHing year's expenses must be looked amounting to $20,000 exclusive of the
IN OFFICIAL
ORIZED
las vegan who struck
upon as a notable achievement. While captain's salary. Each of the yachts
PAPERS
HIS WIFE
cost
which
the appropriations for a few of the has at least two masts,
departments show Increases these are approximately $3,000 each and various
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Incorporation
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Governor Mcnot large. For charities $292,000 extra spars costing altogether $10,- were filed yesterday with the
more is asked; for the department of 000. Every time one of the boats Donald today pardoned John Perrine, papers
commission by the
state
corporation
correction $92,000; for the department was hauled out to be cleaned the cost serving five to six months In jail at
Motor
Las
Car company with
Vegas
and
$400.
$300
cleanto
between
amounted
Las Vegas for striking his wife. The
of health $95,000. The street
0
of which
of
$25,000,
capitalization
ing department tops all others with Altogether U Is a good deal of ques- pardon was issued npon the petition
of $100 eaclL
Is
in
shares
up
paid
the
who
men
put up
an increase of $137,930, while the tion whether the
who The statutory agent is John C. L.
for these of District Judge David J Leahy,
park board gets the smallest increase million and a half dollars
District
had
sentenced
and
Perrine,
Pugh, Jr., of East Las Vegas, who
return
one
cent's
amounting to only $900. The mayor boats will ever get
Charles W. G. Ward, who subscribed to 32 shares; the other inAttorney
Interna
an
of
in
ne
them
the
way
from
the
continues to sound Insistently
ha"d prosecuted him and upon the cer corporators and directors are J E.
"The develop- tional contest.
cessity for economy.
tificate of the county physician that Long, 32 shares, and E. L. Long, one
In
Is
Contempt
Emperor
ments of the past weeks in Europe,"
s
share, all of East Las Vegas.
It Is believed here that Emperor Perrine Is suffering from
eays he, commenting on the budget,
to
will
and
that
Perrine
go
conin
econbe
William of Germany may
"make imperative every possible
Colorado with his wife to seek medi
DELGADO WON'T SERVE
omy. It must be borne in mind that tempt with the supreme court of the
D. Sena, sucal
Santa
attention.
Fe, Sept.
is
he
the city may be called upon, to assist state of New York. Whether
court clerk, was today selected
preme
not
not
is
or
likely,
this
aware
of
the
to
distress
by
many brought
Manager McGraw of the Giants must tt cretary of the republican state cenconditions resulting from the however, to cause him any consider
be
saving Larry McLean for the tral committee. The committee had
This
of
amount
It
worry
peculiar
able
occurs
may
European war. If this
world's series. The only work Larry elected Lorenzo Delgado of Las Vegas
that
fact
from
arises
the
estisituation
the
to
revise
prove necessary
mate for the charities department." some one In Germany, presumably the has been doing of late has consisted and Mr. Sena as assistant, but Mr. DelThe public works, such as the sub- emperor, Is responsible for the call of relieving Chief Meyers In the ninth gado today declined to serve, and Mr.
Sena was chosen to fill the vacancy.
ways, already under way, are being ing to their colors of two German inning.
The
this
cap
from
country.
as
is
so
far
it possible captains
continued, but
it is. really believed that the country tains are the husbands of two daugh
will be afforded the spectacle of ters of a doctor and chemist who died
Small Black Hat Effectively Trimmed
Father Knickerbocker actually achiev- a 'couple of years ago, leaving a large
exe
ing economy instead of merely talk- estate. His will authorized his
cutors to rent his city house to his
ing about it.
unmarried children until 1913 at an
War News Made Clear
news
annual
war
rental of $1,000. At the end
the
Many persons reading
from d:iy to day have been handi- of that reriod the executors could
capped in understanding the magni- sell the property to any of the chil
tude of the movement of troops cr dren for $00,000. Just before the war
losses reported because it is not began a general legal mixup started
; natter of general knowledgs in this cue to the efforts of a third married
iintry how many men go to make daughter to secure the residence, her
i i the different army units, such as claim being disputed by a son, the
1
.ittalions, brigades and divisions in only unmarried child. To BetUe the
the various foreign armies. Accord- question one of the executors brought
ingly a statement has been prepared notion in the supreme court to con
The two captains
which should aid considerably in a strue the will.
more Intelligent understanding of the were important witnesses, and by re
war news. In .the German army the moving them from the jurisdiction of
smallest unit is a company composed the court after the action had started
of 250 men. Four companies, that of it is held that either the emperor or
1,000 men, form a battalion, and three his agents are In contempt of courts.
battalions, 3,000 men, a regiment. A However, just what the court can
brigade is made up of two regiments do about it does not appear.
or 6,000 men, and a division of two
brigades or 12.000 men. The largest
imit, an army corps, comprises two
infantry divisions, two regiments of WOULD TAKE A LITTLE TIME
field artillery, a total of 72 pieces,
two squadrons of cavalry, one or two Uncle Billy Had Some Sons to Consult and Probably Real Estate
batteries of heavy field artillery, a
Agent Missed the Train.
machine gun corps, and various com- panles of pioneers and field hospital
The real estate man from the city
corps, making a total of 40,000 men. was eager to close the deal for Uncle
In the French army a company, bat- Billy Weatherman's 40 acres, which
talion, regiment, brigade and division would front on a beautiful lake after
are the same as In the German army, the big White river dam in the Miswith the exception that the division souri Ozarks was built.
The papers lay on the table, awaitcontains a squadron of cavalry and
Uncle Billy's signature. The real
ing
12 batteries. An army corps likewise
estate man was Impatient. He was
contains 40,000 men, but differs from In a
hurry to get back to Hollister, the
the German army corps in thftt it nearest
railway station, so as to catch
apparently contains less artillery. In the only train that would get him back
the British army the unit is a bat- to Kansas City the next morning.
talion of 1,000 men, and four of these
"Now if you'll sign right there on
battalions comprise a brigade. In the the dotted line," he said, handing a
Russian army a battalion is 1,000 men fountain pen to Uncle Billy.
Uncle Billy took out his spectacles.
and the cavalry squadron 125 men.
and read the papers carefully.
The division, however, is larger than
"I reckon I'd better not be in too big
In the other armies, numbering 18,000 a hurry about this hyar," he tempo
men, composed of 16 battalions of rized, with the shrewdness of the
WHATEVER the shape or the size ; able in Paris. Some of the new floral
Infantry, one squadron of cavalry and Ozark mountaineer. "I don't read as II of the
hat, very tall trimmings are toques are rather wonderful in outline.
six or eight batteries of artillery. The peart as I used to. I b'lieve I'll have
given
preference.
High effects in coq, They are made with turban brims and
army corps, as In at other cases, my sons read them papers, mister."
hackle and burnt ostrich are all in evi- very high pointed crowns, the latter
"It would be a great favor to me, dence.
numbers 40,000 men.
completely covered with small flowers.
Uncle Billy," remarked the Kansas
Yacht Race Expensive
In other cases the entire toque Is covcombiIn
or
alone
High
fancies,
quill
man, looking at his watch, "if you
ered with flowers and a butterfly bow
That Jhe American cup yacht race City
mennation
with
are
bands,
favorably
could manage to see them in time to
in black moire or black satin is introtioned.
fiasco means a loss of at least $1,-- finish up this transaction
by noon.
The majority of these are made of duced at one side. Either deslgc 1.
S0O.0OO to the various Interested parYou see, I've got to get away today.
coq or goose feathers, wonderfully col- extremely effective.
ties is the statement made here by How many sons have you, anyway?"
A great many pure white silk bats
Uncle Billy scratched his head a ored.
persons in a position to know. With
are
worn, especially in the morning, in
birds
with
slim
and
Youth's
tail,
minute,
said,
"Eighteen."
the challenger and the three boats
talis are smart. Ixng pointed wings conjunction with smart tailored suits
built to defend the cup, now laid up Companion.
of hackle are to continue a strong fea- In white serge or pastel tinted cloth.
stripped of all their spars and rigging
These charming hats are as a rule
ture.
and their decks boxed in, they are litOnly One Viewpoint
The new floral toques and hats are made with flat, narrow brims, and in
The late Jacob Riis said in one of delicious. They are
tle more than symbols of the most
dainty beyond all many cases the crowns are high and
his luminous lectures In Pittsburgh:
in
of
the
words, and they are, almost all, be- straight, like the crown that was so
expensive miscarriage
plans
with the men who preach the coming.
much admired when it was introhistory of American sport Officially "Away
'All's well with the world' idea! Consome time ago. White peau de
duced
turned-uA
I
was
saw
k",
contest
recently
is postponed until 1915,
the
servatives, reactionaries,
whatever a symphony in violet. The crown was sole or white shantung Is a favorite
will remain you choose to call
and for a year the
them, they block completely covered with exquisitely material for covering these hats, and
as good as new. But if the war goes progress.
made violets, and the mount which some charming little models are enon for two or three years the chances
"Why, I've even heard them stand- stood out at one side was made of vio- tirely covered with lengths of ribbon
that any of them will race for the ing up for poverty poverty, with Its lets and violet leaves. Then the brim which show a picot edge.
its bad health and Its ugli- of the hst was covered with
The small black hat shown above
cup are extremely small. When it overwork,
chip in a
ness."
dull 'shade of violet, and the intention is edged with lace and tastefully
"was arranged to sail the 1914 races
Mr. Riis struck the table grimly.
Is that a white lace veil should accom- trimmed with a large bow of cluny
as compared with
with a
"Now, there may be a lot of adlace and aigrettes.
pany this particular model.
was
it
used,
formerly
the
vantages," he said, "in poverty, but I
of bat is very fashion- JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
This
style
urged that one advantage of the tell you, friends, it takes a mighty
was
man
the
to
see
rich
of
them."
boat
money
smaller type
.
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IT IS HARD FOR A BIG
CITY TO ECONOMIZE
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did you entertain yovir friends?
Have you an item of interest?
Do you want advance information
on the happenings of the day?

i

Telephone the editorial room
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Have you property for sale?
Do you

want work or help?

Have you lost something?
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GQOD COUNTRY

BUTTER

Old Taylor Whiskey

3C

Rye at the Opera Bar.

Pound

New Shelled Pecans
New Shelled Almonds

STEARNS'

NEWS

LOCAL

1

Ptomaine.

STORE

:- -:

Adv.

Hotel

day.
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Grapes

On Monday and Tuesday, September
14th and 15th, fall millinery opening.
Stress Bonnet Shop. Adv.

San

PEACHES

VIRGINIA

A

Basket

' The Wrath of the Gods" In six
reels at the Browne tonight only.

urFLOum
.

" 'I

I

75he Las? Vegas

E.

JOHN II. YORK

TO-

The pw.i.csition was ou'J'.ne'l

ested.

511-6t-

h

St.

when good results are certain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure of good
bread, cake or pastry that
you'll no longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.
ASK YOUR GROCER

Roller Mills

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital,'$100,C00; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Time Deposits

should have read "Friday night," the and control were taken up.
council having recently adopted the
At the close It was determined that
evening of the second Friday of eacli the matter should be brought before
month for holding Its regular sessions. Hie board in writing at its next cession, which will occur tomorrow, and
The meeting of the board of trus- it is said that it the board acts favor
tees of the Now Mexico Hospital for ably the plan will be then presented
the Insane yesterday was uneventful, to the district court either to approve
being devoted principally to the tran- or condemn, or to offer some solution
saction bf routine business. It was providing the proposed plan Is not
announced that the reason work on deemed good, that will enable the work
tho new Improvement at the lastitu-tlo- Vp be done.
was not hurried was due to the
feet that some of the steelwork had
not arrived.
WRATH

"THE

OF

The baseball association will give
a benefit dance on Thursday evening,
THE GODS" HERE
September 17, at the armory, according: to announcement by Manager Baer
this afternoon. The baseball club is INTERESTING FILM
BE
WILL
"In the hole" financially, and the fans
SHOWN AT THE BROWNE
are asked to patronize the dance and
THEATER TONIGHT
hi'l! the players get in shape to finish the season victorious over debt
Tonight at the Browne theater Man
an well as all other opponents.
agers Hoffman and Browne will pre
sent "The Wrath of the Gods," a won
l
production. The plc- "The Birth of tie Star Spangled derful
shows the destruction of Sakura-jjimIturo
two
a
In
drama
historic
Banner,"
In Japan. There are there rea- parts, will be shown tonight only at
this production always is a
jsons
why
The
de
film
the Photoplay theater.
success.
picts scenes during the bombardment
1. A volcanic eruption that makes
of" Fort McHenry during the war of
one gasp and shudder.
1812, which furnished the Inspiration
2. A love story of the west and the
for Francis Scott Key in the writing
of the national anthem. The picture east A western hero and a heroine
is particularly timely Just now, be- cf fair Japan.
3.
A true Japanese "motion picture
cause of the centennary of the writdisplayed by the most celebrated Jap
ing of the poem It commemorates.
anese artists.
six-ree-

a,

The Woman's club met this after-nooat the rooms of the Commercial
club for the purpose Qf reorganizing MARQUETTE RELEASED
for the season's activities. The matter of taking up the work of conductAND H'CARTNEY HELD
ing the "better foabies" contest at the
county fair next month was presented
FORGby Assistant District Attorney Ches- ONE OF TWO SUSPECTED
ter A. Hunker, and the sentiment of
ERS IS FOUND TO HAVE
the members of the club seems favorBEEN INNOCENT
able to the movement, although no
action had been taken late this
After investigating the charges
lodged yesterday against Charles Mar
quette and Samuel McCartney as the
Jim Buckley, manager of Gunboat result of the passage at the Bismarck
Smith, is sore against Jack Curley, restaurant Monday evening of a forged
Harry Pollock and Dan McKettrick. check, District Attorney Charles W.
Buckley declares that Smith will never G. Ward this morning recommended
box Jess Willard or any other fighter the dismissal of the first named man
under the management of Curley,
from custody. Justice D. R, Murray
or McKettrick.
accordingly dismissed the case In
Pol-Icc- k

At Ibe Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

We

have on hand the Choicest
of

Are you fjoing to play foot ball
Do you need a good outing Sweater
Are you thinking of trying basketball

Price as low as any
According to Quality
THE GBAAF ft HAYWABD
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Iast night, in the wee email hours,
visitors of the type that anciently
courted the gallows, came upon the
camp of an unknown (nan near Teco- lote, some ten miles south of here on
the Santa F road, and drove off four
horses and two colts. The report of
c
the thievery came to the sheriff's
ethis morning by telephone, and
was sadly lacking In details. Why the
man was camping by the roadside,
where he came from or ' whither he
was going, Is not knowni.
Sheriff Roman Gallegos left this
afternoon for the scene and will leave
nothing undone to discover the niara-ude- rs
and bring them to justice.
1' This
is the second horse stealing
bee that has been held at Tecolote
this week. On Monday
night 12
horses were driven out of a pasture
and nothing has since been seen or
heard of them. Everything indicates
that there is a band of road agents
with a definite campaign ahead of
them operating in the neighborhood,
thereabouts are
and the ranchers
greatly stirred up over the condition.
All summer stories have come into
the office of the sheriff of cattle and
horses missing, and many of the
ranges have not given up their full
quota of stock this year. Scarcely a
Block raiser that has not suffered by
the depredations of the band, but no
trace has ever been found of their
lurking place. Like Robin Hood and
his merry men, the desperados leave
no trail. In the night they come, and
in the night they go, and no corral
or pasture that comes within the
scope of their operations but shows
a greatly depleted population in the
morning,
The sheriff Is determined to round
up the gang and will spare nothing
within his means to rid the country
of its midnight enemy.
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-
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and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

need-

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
1
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JACOB CONSAUL DEAD

Jacob V. Consaul, rather of James
E. Consaul of Las Vegas and for many
years a resident of this city, having
been engaged with his son- In the
building and contracting business,
was the victim of a fatal automobile
accident last Thursday night In his
recent home, Cadillac, Mich.
Mr. Consaul, who was 82 years of
age, was In the act of crossing a
street at the time of the accident, and
it is thought that on account of the
heavy rain that was falling at the
time he did not see the machine approaching. He was rendered unconscious by the blow of the automobile
and passed away: In a state of coma
tha twas never lifted after the accident.
Funeral services were held Satur-daat Cadillac, under the auspices
of the G. A. R., of which body he was
an active member.,
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Is on our

Floor

Today!
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CHAS. ILFELD CO.

y

TIME EXTENSION

REFUSED

Santa

Fe, Sept. 9. State Engineer
James A. French today rejected the
application for an extepsion of time
by Charles H. Adams and sustained
tho contention of Charles L. Craig in
his protest against Adams, the case In-

n
THE FIRST

DAY OF OUR
ass

volving water rights on the Arroyo
Hondo In Taos county. Adams filed
an appeal.

Remodeling Sato

i
more tnan any wnere

your old

.

Next to Bridge

LET US

Remember there Is a legitimate

reason for this salo and that we
arc giving from 20 to 50 per

Clean
or Dye

u

LUDWIG tWA ILFELD
Everything in Hardware and Furniture

n

Passed all our Expectations

SPALDING SPORTING GOODS

Fruits and Vegetables.

au-tol- st

Lobato was bound over to await the
action of the grand jury. He gave
bond In the sum of ?500.
According to the story of the affair
current this morning, Lobato, yesterday afternoon, drew a large revolver
and pointed it at William R. Tipton,
Jr., who, with his mother and sister,
Mrs. Richard Devlne, and the latter's
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
infant son, was motoring on the Los
a snap, Emerson upAlamos road. Lobato is declared to FOR SALE--have used profane and vulgar language
right piano and stool. $30.00, in
first class condition. The Rosenthal
and to have been abusive.
Furn. Co. Opposite Y. M. C. A.
encounter
the
the
upon
Following
road Mr. Tipton drove to Las Vegas
and asked the assistance of Chief WANTED To buy and sell all kinds
of second hand furniture. The RoColes, who climbed Into the car and
senthal Furniture Co.
accompanied him on a trip In Bearch
of Lobato. At a point near the stockHARVEY'S IS OPEN
yards the mail carrier was met. The
chief demanded that he relinquish his
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
gun, and Lobato produced a big

OS

E

(f
o
o

weapon that resembled one of the kaiser's pieces of field artillery. Coles
tcld Lobato to report at the city hall
after he had finished the delivery of
the mail, but the carrier failed to do
so and it was necessarw for District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward and the
police official to go to his home last
evening and get him. The man spent
the night In the county jail.
Lobato, who carries the mail between Las Vegas and Sapello, Is said
by H. B. Hubbard to have drawn a
revolver upon him Saturday afte.noon.
Mr. Hubbard says Lobato was driving
three horses and had a fourth hitched
beside them. This made it difficult
to pass Lobato, and the latter, when
Hubbard drove close to his horses.pull-e- d
out his revolver and called the
a vile name.
When asked what he did when the
gun came Into view Mr. Hubbard said
he kept on driving. He said he didn't
drive much more than twice as fast
as he should have done had the gun
not come Into view.

At

of-fi-

It was announced In last night's as told in The Optic of Monday and
Optic that the council would meet on many of the details in the matter of
Wednesday night The announcement organization, method of operation,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Reynolds. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant CasWer.
Hallrt Reynolds, Cashier,

Interest Paid on

SHERIFF GALLEGOS AND HI9 DEPUTIES TRYING TO BREAK
UP THE GANG

Las Vegas chapter Ko. 3 R. A. M.
Yesterday afternoon the Las Veaas
will meet at the Masonic temple to- grant board listened to an intjrnial
night and tomorrow evening for de- discussion of thf proposition for the
gree work. All members and visitors completion of the project for irrigatof the order in the city are requested ing the lands north of the oily !n
to attend.
which tho in'.lic Is so vitally inter-

BAKING IS A PLEASURE

"

Following, it is alleged, his second
public highway
gunplay upon the
within the Bpace of three days, Casl-mir- o
Lobato, a rural mail carrier, was
arrested last evening by Chief of Police Ben Coles. Thl3 morning he was
arraigned in the court of Justice D.
R. Murray and pleaded not guilty to a
charge of flourishing a deadly weapon.

WOBNNGJN COUNTRY

of all kinds

IRRIGATION SCHEME

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.

' iV

LOBATO IS ARRESTED
AFTER SECOND OFFENSE IN
THREE DAYS

CASIMIRO

ARE

THIEVES

ON AUTO PARTY

GUN

VEGETABLES

The Elks and their ladies are looking forward with pleasure to the dance
IS UP TO THE
to be given tomorrow evening at the
memclub house. All Elks, whether
bers of the Las Vegas lodge or some IT WILL BE PASSED UPON
other branch of Elkdom, are invited to
MORROW AT A SPECIAL
bo present.
SESSION

days.

'S

HORSE

.

our lines. EVERYTHING
NEW AND
NIFTY PATTERNS and
DESIGNS at PRICES
never before offered you in
Las Vegas. If you want
QUALITY and PRICES it
will pay you to wait a few

Phone Veas 114

25 C

"The Birth of the Star Spangled
Banner," a picture which every American should see at the Photoplay tonight only. Adv.

If you intend buying ANYTHING for the home it will
pay you to wa.it and see

5tl

SWEET

3 lbs for

ery, Monday and Tuesday September
14 and 15. You are cordially Invited.
Strass Bonnet Shop. Adv.

Wail for our Opening.

i

Per Crate

MAIL CARRIER PULLS

POTATOES

DA VIS
THE CASH GROCER

rf

80c

Adv.

UP-TO-DAT-

Juan County

Strass' Fall showing of fine millin

ME

I

S'priug Chickens

65c and 75c

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In vood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

EXTRA FANCY

Market

Adv.

9, 1914.

which Marquette was charged with
forgery.
McCartney, against whom a charge
of obtaining money under false pre
tenses had been lodged, was arraigned
oa a complaint alleging forgery, the
district attorney's office having se
cured new Information which seemed
to warrant a change in the complaint.
He was bound over to await the action of the grand juiy and his bond
was fixed at $1,000, which he wae unable to give.
Marquette says he has been wrong-ei by having been drawn into the
case. He says he believed his repu
tation has been damaged. This'morn-ln- g
he declared, however, that he In
tended to stay In Las Vegas and ac
cept employment that had been offered him.

Saturday's

and Sherwood

Hearst Sellg War News at the Fhoto- lay tonight only. Adv.
Club breakfast every

SEPTEMBER
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Garments

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vefjas

Steam Laundry

cent off on everything.

Jf.
,

Cm

Joim&eia

&

Ceo,

G2 3 Douglas Avenue
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